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Abstract
Improved computational models of biological vision can shed light on key
processes contributing to the high accuracy of the human visual system. Deep
learning models, which extract multiple layers of increasingly complex features
from data, achieved recent breakthroughs on visual tasks. This thesis proposes
such flexible data-driven models of biological vision and also shows how insights
regarding biological visual processing can lead to advances within deep learning.
To harness the potential of deep learning for modelling the retina and early
vision, this work introduces a new dataset and a task simulating an early visual
processing function and evaluates deep belief networks (DBNs) and deep neural
networks (DNNs) on this input. The models are shown to learn feature detectors
similar to retinal ganglion and V1 simple cells and execute early vision tasks.
To model high-level visual information processing, this thesis proposes novel
deep learning architectures and training methods. Biologically inspired Gaussian
receptive field constraints are imposed on restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs)
to improve the fidelity of the data representation to encodings extracted by
visual processing neurons. Moreover, concurrently with learning local features,
the proposed local receptive field constrained RBMs (LRF-RBMs) automatically
discover advantageous non-uniform feature detector placements from data.
Following the hierarchical organisation of the visual cortex, novel LRF-DBN
and LRF-DNN models are constructed using LRF-RBMs with gradually increasing receptive field sizes to extract consecutive layers of features. On a challenging face dataset, unlike DBNs, LRF-DBNs learn a feature hierarchy exhibiting
hierarchical part-based composition. Also, the proposed deep models outperform DBNs and DNNs on face completion and dimensionality reduction, thereby
demonstrating the strength of methods inspired by biological visual processing.
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Introduction

In this chapter, I provide the background and motivation behind the research
described in this thesis, introduce the approach taken, and summarise the main
goals and contributions of the presented work.

1.1

Motivation

Research described in this thesis is motivated by the importance of understanding
more about neural processing of visual information, the challenge of improving
the performance of algorithms for high-level interpretation of visual data, and
the widespread potential advantages of developing better computational models
of information processing units within the visual pathway.

1.1.1

Computational Vision Systems

The design of computational methods for automatically interpreting visual data
holds huge commercial and academic value but remains a highly challenging task.
Advancements in this area can generate great impact within technology, security,
and medicine with potential applications ranging from face recognition, intelligent image search engines and advanced modes of human-computer interaction
to the design of navigation aids and devices for visually impaired people.
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Fuelled by such interest, within the field of machine learning and computer
vision much research has focused on the development of learning algorithms for
understanding high-level semantics in visual data. Even with recent advancements, artificial vision systems still lag behind the highly efficient and accurate
human visual system. Therefore, it is highly plausible that gaining more insight
into how visual recognition is implemented within the brain can be the key to
lift the performance of computational vision systems to a greater level.

1.1.2

Biological Visual Information Processing

The highly accurate vision of humans and other biological systems has long been
within the centre of interest in neuroscience and biology. This great effort has
brought about important discoveries regarding the morphology and functionality
of neural cells and networks. However, our knowledge of visual information
processing circuits and the specific roles of cells within the visual pathway is still
far from complete.
Although numerous experiments have been conducted on different parts of the
visual pathway, due to the high number, diverse functionality and complex connection patterns of neurons, understanding mechanisms behind biological visual
processing remains a challenging open problem. Even well studied processing
units, such as retinal neural networks contain a number of mysterious cell types
whose functionality is yet unrevealed (Masland, 2012).

1.1.3

Computational Modelling of Biological Vision

Extending our knowledge regarding neural processing of visual information is not
only important for neuroscientific and medical research but is a key challenge,
underpinning many areas of machine learning, cognitive science, and intelligent
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systems research.
Designing computational models of circuits within the visual pathway can
greatly improve our understanding of biological visual information processing
and can, hence, provide a more informed background for the design of visual data
processing units, such as retinal implants. Furthermore, modelling mechanisms
of biological vision can yield important practical benefits for algorithm design in
machine learning, image processing, and computer vision.
A key motivation behind the modelling of biological vision is, therefore, to
answer questions about the way biological systems process visual information
and transfer this knowledge into the production of artificial vision systems, such
as machine learning and computer vision algorithms or retinal implant designs.

1.2

The Proposed Approach

Modelling studies have traditionally focused on directly implementing functionalities of visual information processing cells and circuits based on our current
knowledge, obtained from biological studies, regarding the workings of the visual system. Nowadays however, with the constant advancement in experimental
equipment and methodology, this ‘current knowledge’ changes ever so rapidly.
Due to incomplete understanding of visual processing mechanisms in biological
systems, designing robust computational models of these processes prompts one
to account for uncertainty and unknown details.
Consequently, this thesis proposes a flexible data-driven approach that offers
great potential for modelling in this uncertain environment. To model visual
information processing mechanisms, I investigate existing deep learning methods
and probabilistic models, e.g. deep belief networks (DBNs) (Hinton et al., 2006),
and propose novel deep learning algorithms.
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Deep learning methods, such as DBNs, deep neural networks (DNNs), and
convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) (LeCun et al., 1998), extract multiple
layers of feature detectors from data, where the consecutive layers correspond
to increasingly abstract representations of information. DBNs can be trained
efficiently by utilising a layer-wise unsupervised pretraining phase using restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs) (Smolensky, 1986) on each consecutive layer, which
can be followed by a supervised fine-tuning with backpropagation resulting in a
DNN (Hinton et al., 2006). Deep learning methods have gained outstanding
popularity in recent years owing to their state-of-the-art results achieved on a
number of challenging machine learning and computer vision benchmarks.
The retina and the visual cortex exhibit an inherently multi-layered structure
which lends itself naturally to modelling with deep learning models. The first part
of this thesis investigates deep networks for modelling the earliest stages of the
visual pathway, such as mechanisms implemented by the retina. Subsequently,
novel deep learning methods are proposed for solving complex visual tasks, which
require higher-level understanding of visual information. An example of such a
task investigated here is face completion, which involves the occipital face area
(OFA) and the fusiform face area (FFA) of the visual cortex (Chen et al., 2010).

1.2.1

Early Visual Processing

Modelling biological information processing within early stages of the visual pathway, such as the retina, the thalamic lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and visual
area V1, has key potential for advancing the field of retinal implant engineering
and improving image processing and computer vision algorithms.
As opposed to strict traditional methods, I advocate a data-driven approach
for modelling the retina and early visual processing. Instead of making assump-
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tions regarding the morphology of retinal circuits, I strive to construct models
which can automatically learn functional properties of the retinal network. To
this end, I train deep learning models, DBNs and DNNs, on my specially devised
dataset which simulates input reaching a small area of the retina.
Although DBNs have been used for modelling functionality of certain V1 and
V2 cells (Lee et al., 2008), so far, less attention has been given to utilising the
great potential of DBNs for modelling lower-level mechanisms, such as retinal
processes, in detail.
Here, I address this issue by showing the proposed models are capable of
discovering retinal functionality by learning from simulated retinal photoreceptor
input data in an unsupervised setting. Among other features of early visual
processing, the networks learn feature detectors similar to retinal ganglion cells.
Additionally, classification performance is measured on a circular spot detection
task, which approximates an early visual processing functionality, and results
confirm the advantage of multi-layered network models.
The experiments, thereby, demonstrate DBNs and DNNs have great potential
for modelling feature detection implemented by the retina. Algorithms that can
learn to replicate retinal functionality may provide important benefits for retinal
prosthesis design. Such methods can increase the fidelity of visual information
processing in a prosthetic device to real retinal functions, resulting in better
vision restoration.
The photoreceptor input dataset and the analysis of experiments with DBNand DNN-based retinal models trained on these data were previously described
by Turcsany et al. (2014).
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High-Level Visual Information Processing

In this thesis, I introduce novel deep learning methods, and using challenging
visual tasks inspired by cortical functions, I demonstrate the methods’ great
capability for modelling high-level visual information processing.
Despite successful attempts in applying deep learning methods to model visual cortical areas (Lee et al., 2008), primal emphasis in the literature has been
given to improving the performance of deep learning on visual recognition tasks,
rather than increasing the fidelity of deep architectures to neural circuits of the
visual pathway. Consequently, a main goal of the research presented here is
to introduce deep learning architectures which more closely resemble biological
neural networks of the visual pathway, while retaining the models’ flexibility and
great performance on visual recognition tasks.
To address this, I investigate the introduction of biologically inspired structural constraints into deep learning architectures and training methods, and show
how such architectural changes can improve RBM, DBN, and DNN models. Also,
I propose a novel RBM training method which improves the capability of the
model to adapt its structure according to particularities of the input data. Utilising this method during deep network training results in models with increased
flexibility.

1.2.3

Novel Methods

This thesis proposes a novel unsupervised RBM-based model, the local receptive field constrained RBM (LRF-RBM), which imposes Gaussian constraints on
feature detector receptive fields, thereby limiting the spatial scope of detectors.
Concurrently with learning the appearance of features, LRF-RBMs can discover
an advantageous non-uniform placement of feature detectors automatically from
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data. This way, the LRF-RBM training encourages the emergence of local feature detectors and, at the same time, improves feature detector coverage over
key areas of the visual space.
Furthermore, this thesis introduces novel biologically inspired deep network
architectures, the local receptive field constrained DBN and DNN (LRF-DBN
and LRF-DNN). Training of both models starts by an unsupervised phase using
LRF-RBMs with increasing receptive field sizes to learn consecutive layers. For
LRF-DNNs, fine-tuning of the network weights follows, which in the experiments
presented here comprises of training autoencoder networks with backpropagation
on an image reconstruction task.
On the challenging ‘Labeled Faces in the Wild’ (LFW) face dataset, I show
how LRF-RBM feature detectors automatically converge to important areas
within face images, e.g., eyes and mouth, forming feature hubs. Also, a comparison of generative models confirm that LRF-DBNs, trained layer-wise with
LRF-RBMs, perform face completion tasks better than DBNs. Moreover, unlike
DBNs, LRF-DBNs learn a feature hierarchy which exhibits part-based compositionality. On the same dataset, dimensionality reduction experiments demonstrate the superiority of LRF-DNN autoencoders compared to DNNs for reconstructing previously unseen face images with a limited number of nodes. In addition to obtaining lower reconstruction errors, LRF-DNN reconstructions better
retain fine details of faces, such as mouth and nose shapes, directions of gaze,
and facial expressions.
LRF-RBM, LRF-DBN, and LRF-DNN models, together with the analysis of
the conducted experiments, were introduced by Turcsany and Bargiela (2014)
and Turcsany et al. (2016).
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Goals and Contributions

Work in this thesis was set out to show important benefits of forging a stronger
connection between deep learning and the computational modelling of biological
vision. Advantages, I argue, are twofold: on the one hand, flexible deep learning
methods can reduce the need for handcrafted circuits by learning powerful models
of visual information processing units automatically from data. On the other
hand, improving the similarity of deep learning models to neural networks of the
visual pathway can boost the performance of deep learning on challenging visual
tasks.
The key contributions of this thesis are as follows:
(i) deep learning (DBN and DNN) models of the retina and early vision, which
comply with a novel data-driven approach to retinal modelling;
(ii) a new simulated photoreceptor input dataset and a classification task approximating early visual processing functionalities;
(iii) experiments demonstrating the great generative, reconstruction, and classification capabilities of the proposed retinal models;
(iv) experiments confirming the models’ capability to learn feature detectors
similar to difference-of-Gaussians and Gabor filters, common models of
retinal ganglion, LGN, and V1 simple cells, and thereby demonstrating the
suitability of DBNs and DNNs for modelling functions of the retina and
early vision;
(v) development of a novel local receptive field constrained RBM (LRF-RBM),
which uses biologically inspired receptive field constraints to encourage the
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emergence of local features;
(vi) an adaptation of contrastive divergence learning (Hinton, 2002) which includes receptive field constraints and
(vii) a mechanism which, concurrently with the learning of LRF-RBM features,
can discover advantageous non-uniform feature detector placements from
data by automatically identifying important locations within the visual
space;
(viii) the development of LRF-DBN and LRF-DNN deep learning models, where
LRF-RBMs are utilised during training to obtain architectures inspired by
visual cortical organisation;
(ix) experiments on LFW face images demonstrating LRF-DBNs can learn a
feature hierarchy which exhibits part-based composition;
(x) experiments showing LRF-DBN generative models perform face completion
superior to DBNs and
(xi) LRF-DNN autoencoders obtain better dimensionality reduction results than
DNNs, thereby demonstrating LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs can extract
highly compact representations of visual information and can constitute
powerful models of high-level visual information processing.
This thesis presents some novel methods and experimental results which were
first described by Turcsany and Bargiela (2014) and Turcsany et al. (2014, 2016).

1.4

Overview

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of deep
learning and training algorithms for deep networks. Chapter 3 presents my ap-
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proach to retinal modelling and describes findings and open questions regarding
the workings of the retina. My proposed models of the retina and early vision
are evaluated in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 introduces my novel deep learning architectures and training algorithms. Experiments evaluating these novel methods
and proposed models of high-level visual information processing are presented in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 summarises the findings of this work and concludes the
thesis. Finally, possible avenues for future work are suggested in Chapter 8.

2

Deep Learning

This chapter introduces the concept of deep leaning and describes the learning
algorithms behind some established deep learning methods, which will be referred
to in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.1

The Deep Learning Shift

Deep learning has emerged as a highly popular direction within machine learning
research with the aim of developing methods which can extract multiple layers
of features automatically from data. Deep learning algorithms create multi-layer
representations of patterns present in the data, where each consecutive layer executes the detection of increasingly complex features. Higher-level feature detectors are constructed using features from lower layers; hence, this representation
scheme exhibits increased abstraction levels on each consecutive layer.
A strong analogy with biological neural information processing can be noticed, as it is widely accepted that brains of humans and other biological entities
also utilise multi-level representation schemes for the efficient extraction of information from sensory input (Coogan and Burkhalter, 1993; Felleman and Van
Essen, 1991; Hinton, 2007; Konen and Kastner, 2008; Van Essen and Maunsell,
1983; Wessinger et al., 2001). Such an organisation with multiple consecutive
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1 (a) Layers I-VI of the visual cortex are shown in a cross-section, illustrating
the hierarchical organisation of the visual cortex. Increasing numbers correspond to
higher-level processing areas. Original image source: Schmolesky (2000). (b) The
concept of deep learning, whereby consecutive layers of representation correspond to
features of increasing complexity, is illustrated in the context of visual processing.
Lower layers detect simple features, such as edges and shapes, while higher layers
correspond to complex features, such as faces and objects.

processing layers can be observed in, for example, the retina and the cortex.
Figure 2.1(a) demonstrates the multi-layer structure of the visual cortex in a
cross-section, while Figure 3.1(a)–(b) show the numerous processing layers of
the retina. Figure 2.1(b) illustrates the concept of deep learning and the similarity between cortical processing and deep learning.
A highly advantageous property of deep learning algorithms is their ability
to learn features automatically from data, which eliminates the need for handcrafted feature detectors. These flexible models have been shown to outperform
traditional approaches on numerous information processing tasks, leading to their
application not only in academic research but in a variety of industrial sectors.
The explored application domains range from computer vision (see Section 2.1.1),
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speech recognition (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Graves et al., 2013), text analysis (Salakhutdinov and Hinton, 2009b), reinforcement learning in games (Mnih
et al., 2013, 2015), robot navigation (Giusti et al., 2016), and time-series prediction (Kuremoto et al., 2014; Prasad and Prasad, 2014) to even art (Gatys et al.,
2015; Mordvintsev et al., 2015). An area where deep learning has had a highly
remarkable influence is the visual information processing field.

2.1.1

Impact in Computer Vision

Many areas of visual information processing research, such as computer vision,
have traditionally relied on the handcrafted SIFT (Lowe, 2004), SURF (Bay
et al., 2008) or similar local feature detectors (Li et al., 2014c; Rublee et al.,
2011), often followed by bag-of-words type quantisation techniques (Sivic and
Zisserman, 2003; Tao et al., 2014; Turcsany et al., 2013), for the successful design
of accurate systems (e.g. Battiato et al., 2007; Lin and Lin, 2009; Zhang et al.,
2015).
With the emergence of deep learning, however, focus has shifted towards automatically learning a hierarchy of relevant features directly from input data
instead of applying generic, handcrafted feature detectors. Such feature hierarchies can be well captured by multi-layer network models, such as DBNs, DNNs
or ConvNets. When applied to visual recognition, multi-level representations are
especially suitable for modelling complex relationships of visual features, and the
hierarchical structure allows one to represent principles such as composition and
part-sharing in an intuitive way. Consequently, deep architectures possess great
potential for solving visual tasks, and in recent years such methods have demonstrated exceptional improvements over the existing state of the art, reaching and
in some cases surpassing human-level performance (e.g. Cireşan et al., 2012;
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Giusti et al., 2016; He et al., 2015b; Mnih et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015). Deep
learning methods routinely achieve state-of-the-art results on computer vision
benchmarks, including datasets for handwritten digit recognition (Cireşan et al.,
2012, 2011b), object recognition and classification (Cireşan et al., 2011b; He
et al., 2015a,b; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; Szegedy
et al., 2014), face verification (Ding and Tao, 2015; Schroff et al., 2015; Sun
et al., 2014), and human pose estimation (Charles et al., 2016; Pfister et al.,
2015; Tompson et al., 2014; Toshev and Szegedy, 2014).

2.1.2

Deep Network Models

Deep neural networks and deep learning models have been investigated since the
late 1960s (see, e.g., Ivakhnenko, 1971; Ivakhnenko and Lapa, 1965); however,
for a number of years, interest in such models has largely been overshadowed by
the success of ‘shallow’ models, such as support vector machines (SVMs) (Cortes
and Vapnik, 1995; Vapnik, 1995).
A recent, remarkable surge in the popularity of deep learning has been triggered by the work of Hinton et al. (2006), where a highly efficient DBN model and
training algorithm was introduced. This has been followed by the applications of
the method for image classification, dimensionality reduction, and for document
clustering and retrieval (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a; Salakhutdinov and
Hinton, 2009b).
To learn a multi-layer generative model of the data where each higher layer
corresponds to a more abstract representation of information, Hinton et al. (2006)
train a DBN first layer by layer using RBMs. The network parameters learnt
during this unsupervised pretraining phase are subsequently fine-tuned in a supervised manner with backpropagation (Linnainmaa, 1970, 1976; Werbos, 1982),
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resulting in a DNN. Such models were shown to be superior to principal component analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduction (Hinton and Salakhutdinov,
2006a).
Since the introduction of this efficient training method for deep networks,
deep learning research has gained increased interest, resulting in a wide-ranging
academic and commercial adoption of deep learning techniques. A number of
successful applications of DBNs, DNNs, and other deep architectures, for example convolutional DBNs (Lee et al., 2009a), ConvNets (LeCun et al., 1998), deep
recurrent neural networks (Fernández et al., 2007; Graves et al., 2013), sumproduct networks (Poon and Domingos, 2011), and deep Boltzmann machines
(Salakhutdinov and Hinton, 2009a), have been presented. The potential of these
and similar methods for automatically learning meaningful features from input
data and thereby providing improved models has been demonstrated on:
(i) object recognition (He et al., 2015a,b; Kavukcuoglu et al., 2010; Krizhevsky
et al., 2012; Le et al., 2012; Nair and Hinton, 2010; Rozantsev et al., 2015;
Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; Szegedy et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2015),
(ii) image classification (Cireşan et al., 2011a, 2012, 2011b; Giusti et al., 2016;
Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a; Jaderberg et al., 2015; Larochelle et al.,
2007; Ranzato et al., 2006; Salakhutdinov and Hinton, 2007),
(iii) face image analysis (Ding and Tao, 2015; Huang et al., 2012; Nair and
Hinton, 2010; Ranzato et al., 2011; Schroff et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015,
2014; Turcsany and Bargiela, 2014; Turcsany et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2013),
(iv) human pose estimation (Charles et al., 2016; Pfister et al., 2015, 2014;
Tompson et al., 2014; Toshev and Szegedy, 2014), and on
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(v) further visual tasks (Dosovitskiy et al., 2015; Eslami et al., 2012; Gatys
et al., 2015; Mnih et al., 2013, 2015; Su et al., 2015; Turcsany et al., 2014)
as well as on problems concerning the analysis of
(vi) text (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a; Salakhutdinov and Hinton, 2009b),
(vii) speech (Amodei et al., 2015; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Fernández et al.,
2007; Graves et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2009b),
(viii) further types of audio data (Lee et al., 2009b; Maniak et al., 2015), and
(ix) time-series data (Kuremoto et al., 2014; Prasad and Prasad, 2014).
Through distributed implementations (Le et al., 2012) or with the application
of graphics processing units (GPUs) (Cireşan et al., 2011a; Krizhevsky et al.,
2012), deep learning methods have been shown to scale up and provide excellent
performance even on large-scale problems.

2.2

Multi-layer Representations in the Brain

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the concept of deep learning shows similarity to
neural processing, since brains also represent information extracted from sensory
input on multiple abstraction levels (see Figure 2.1). Furthermore, deep network
models display structural resemblance to biological visual information processing units. For example, as we will see in Chapter 3, the structure of mammalian
retinae is inherently multi-layered: the different cell types (i.e. rods, cones, horizontal cells, bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells) are organised into
multiple consecutive processing layers such as the photoreceptor, outer plexiform,
and inner plexiform layers, which implement increasingly complex functions. On
a larger scale, visual information processing is executed by consecutive areas of
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the visual pathway (i.e. retina, LGN, V1, V2, etc.) through the extraction of
more and more abstract representations of patterns.
Due to the structural analogy, it is not surprising deep learning methods have
been used successfully to model certain neural information processing units. For
example, Lee et al. (2008) have shown the suitability of DBNs for modelling
feature detection in the V1 and V2 areas of the visual cortex. While their study
did not focus on the exact replication of neural connectivity patterns in visual
cortical areas, features automatically learnt by the network show similarity to
typical V1 and V2 feature detectors. These results indicate that such models can
successfully learn functionalities implemented by neural networks of the visual
pathway and can therefore be applied to model biological visual information
processing on a more abstract level.
Despite this achievement in neural modelling, primal emphasis in prior works
has been assigned to improving the performance of deep learning on visual recognition tasks, rather than increasing the fidelity of deep architectures to real neural
circuits of the visual pathway. A key contribution of my work has been to take
a step towards filling this gap by proposing deep network structures that more
closely resemble biological neural networks of the visual pathway. The proposed
models not only retain the characteristic flexibility of deep networks but further
increase their performance on visual recognition tasks. Such architectures possess
high potential for learning improved computational models of visual information
processing in the retina and the visual cortex.
Chapter 4 introduces my DBN-based retinal model, which provides a further
proof for the suitability of deep learning methods for modelling neural information processing units. This model has been shown to successfully learn ganglion
cell functionality from simulated photoreceptor input data and execute an early
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vision task (Turcsany et al., 2014).
Chapter 5 describes my LRF-DBN and LRF-DNN models (Turcsany and
Bargiela, 2014; Turcsany et al., 2016), which have been designed with the aim
to increase the structural similarity of deep network models to neural networks
of the visual pathway. Chapter 6 demonstrates that this novel deep learning
model can successfully implement face completion tasks, known to be executed
in high-level processing areas of the human visual cortex (Chen et al., 2010).
Chapters 4 to 6 build on certain concepts of DBN training, which will be introduced in the following sections. These sections describe the steps of RBM and
DBN training and introduce common DBN-based models, such as autoencoders.

2.3

Restricted Boltzmann Machines

The first, unsupervised phase of Hinton et al.’s (2006) DBN training utilises
RBMs for learning each layer of the representation.
RBMs (Smolensky, 1986) are probabilistic graphical models which originate
from Boltzmann machines (Hinton and Sejnowski, 1983). The energy-based
Boltzmann machine model contains visible nodes, whose states are observed,
and unobserved hidden nodes and has no constraints on which types of nodes
can be connected.
RBMs, on the other hand, do not contain links between nodes of the same
type, hence the ‘restriction’ (see Figure 2.2 for an illustration). RBMs are therefore bi-partite graphs, consisting of a visible and a hidden layer, where symmetric connections exist between layers but not within layers. As a result, they are
significantly quicker to train than Boltzmann machines due to the conditional
independence of hidden nodes given visible nodes and vice versa.
This efficiency in training has resulted in widespread use of RBMs and their
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variants within machine learning, including applications to:
(i) document retrieval (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a; Xie et al., 2015),
(ii) collaborative filtering (Georgiev and Nakov, 2013; Salakhutdinov et al.,
2007),
(iii) link prediction (Bartusiak et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014a,b; Liu et al., 2013),
(iv) multi-objective optimisation problems (Shim et al., 2013),
(v) visual tasks (Elfwing et al., 2015; Eslami et al., 2012; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a; Kae et al., 2013; Memisevic and Hinton, 2007; Nair and Hinton, 2010; Nie et al., 2015; Ranzato et al., 2011; Salakhutdinov and Hinton,
2009a; Sutskever et al., 2008; Turcsany and Bargiela, 2014; Turcsany et al.,
2014, 2016; Wu et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016),
(vi) modelling of motion capture data (Mittelman et al., 2014; Sutskever et al.,
2008; Taylor and Hinton, 2009; Taylor et al., 2006) as well as
(vii) speech and audio data analysis (Dahl et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009b; Maniak
et al., 2015).
In visual recognition tasks visible nodes usually correspond to visual input
coordinates (e.g. image pixels), while hidden nodes represent image feature detectors and can thus be seen as models of neurons in the visual pathway.
First we will discuss how RBMs with binary visible and hidden nodes are
trained, then show how Gaussian visible nodes can be used to model continuous
valued data. For more details regarding the training of RBMs, refer to (Hinton,
2002, 2012; Hinton et al., 2006; Nair and Hinton, 2010).
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V
Figure 2.2 Diagram showing a restricted Boltzmann machine. The model consists of
a visible (V ) and a hidden layer (H), where connections only exist between layers but
not within layers. V corresponds to the input data coordinates, while hidden nodes in
H are used for learning features from the input data.

2.3.1

The RBM Model

The probability that an RBM model assigns to a configuration (v, h) of visible
and hidden nodes can be calculated using the energy function (Hopfield, 1982)
of the model. In the case of binary visible and hidden nodes, the RBM’s energy
function takes the form:

E(v, h) = −aT v − bT h − v T W h ,

(2.1)

where v ∈ {0, 1}n and h ∈ {0, 1}m describe the binary states of the visible
and the hidden nodes, respectively, W ∈ Rn×m is the weight matrix defining
the symmetric connections between visible and hidden nodes, while a ∈ Rn and
b ∈ Rm provide the biases of visible and hidden nodes, respectively.
The probability of a joint configuration (v, h) is then given by:
e−E(v,h)
.
−E(η,µ)
η,µ e

p(v, h) = P

(2.2)

The probability an RBM assigns to a given configuration v of visible nodes can
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be obtained after marginalising out h:
e−E(v,h)
.
−E(η,µ)
η,µ e

P

p(v) = P

h

(2.3)

Unsupervised learning in an RBM aims at increasing the log probability of
the training data, which is equivalent to reducing the energy of the training data.
During the training phase, the probability of a given training example can be
increased (the energy reduced) by altering the weights and biases. The following
learning rule can be applied to maximise the log probability of the training data
by stochastic steepest ascent:

∆wij = (< vi hj >data − < vi hj >model ) ,

(2.4)

where  is the learning rate and < . >φ is used for denoting expectations under
the distribution φ.
Due to the conditional independence properties in RBMs, sampling for vi hj
according to the distribution given by the data is simple. In the case of an RBM
with binary visible and hidden nodes, the probability of a hidden node hj turning
on given a randomly chosen training example v is:

p(hj = 1|v) =

1
1 + exp(−bj −

P

i

vi wij )

;

(2.5)

that is the logistic sigmoid function applied to the total input of the hidden node.
An example of an unbiased sample is then given by vi hj . Sampling for the visible
nodes is similarly easy, i.e. the probability of a visible node vi being 1 given the
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states h of the hidden nodes is:

p(vi = 1|h) =

1
.
P
1 + exp(−ai − j hj wij )

(2.6)

On the other hand, calculating an unbiased sample of < vi hj >model would
require a long sequence of alternating Gibbs sampling between the visible and
hidden layers; therefore, in practice approximations are normally applied.
2.3.2

Contrastive Divergence Learning

Contrastive divergence learning (CD) (Hinton, 2002) is an efficient approximate
training method for RBMs. Even though CD only broadly approximates the
gradient of the log probability of the training data (Hinton, 2002, 2012), in
practice CD has been found to produce good models. RBMs trained efficiently
using CD and also ‘stacked’ RBMs, used for pretraining a DBN, are powerful
tools for learning generative models of visual, text, and further types of complex
data.
In the single-step version of contrastive divergence learning (CD1 ), each training step corresponds to one step of alternating Gibbs sampling between the visible
and hidden layers starting from a training example. The algorithm proceeds as
follows:
(i) first, the visible states are initialised to a training example;
(ii) then, binary hidden states can be sampled in parallel1 according to Equation (2.5);
(iii) followed by the reconstruction phase, where visible states are sampled using
Equation (2.6);
1

Due to conditional independence of hidden nodes given visible nodes.
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(iv) finally, the weights are updated according to:

∆wij = (< vi hj >data − < vi hj >reconst ) ,

(2.7)

where  is the learning rate, the correlation between the activations of visible node vi and hidden node hj measured after (ii) gives < vi hj >data , while
the correlation after the reconstruction phase (iii) provides < vi hj >reconst 2 .
In order to obtain an improved model, the sampling stage in each step can
be continued for multiple iterations, resulting in the general form of the CD
algorithm: CDn , where n denotes the number of alternating Gibbs sampling
iterations used in a training step.

2.3.3

RBMs with Gaussian Visible Nodes

While RBMs with binary visible nodes are generally easier to train than RBMs
with Gaussian visible nodes, the latter can learn better models of continuous
valued data, such as the simulated photoreceptor input data in Chapter 4 or the
face images studied in Chapter 6.
In the case of Gaussian visible nodes the energy function changes to:

E(v, h) =

X
i

X vi
(vi − ai )2 X
−
b
h
−
hj wij ,
j
j
2σi2
j
i,j σi

(2.8)

where σi is the standard deviation corresponding to visible node vi . The probability of hidden node activation becomes:

p(hj = 1|v) =
2

1
,
P
1 + exp(−bj − i (vi /σi )wij )

A similar learning rule is applied to the biases.

(2.9)
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and the expected value of a Gaussian visible node (i.e. the reconstructed value)
is given by:
< vi >reconst = ai + σi

X

hj wij .

(2.10)

j

When Gaussian visible nodes are used instead of binary visible nodes, certain
learning parameters may need to be adjusted (e.g. the learning rate generally
has to be lowered).

2.4

Deep Belief Networks

Deep belief networks are probabilistic graphical models capable of learning a generative model of the input data in the form of a multi-layer network. Within these
models, multiple consecutive layers facilitate the extraction of highly non-linear
features, making DBNs capable of learning powerful models of even complex data
distributions. It has been shown DBNs, given certain architectural constraints,
are universal approximators (Sutskever and Hinton, 2008). Furthermore, the
trained models define a generative process, which enables the construction of
new datapoints that fit the modelled input data distribution. Such a generative
DBN is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Deep belief networks can be trained efficiently according to the method of
Hinton et al. (2006) by first pretraining the network in a ‘greedy’ layer-by-layer
fashion with unsupervised RBMs in order to learn a favourable initialisation of
the network weights. In this process, after using an RBM to train a hidden layer,
the weights become fixed, and the activations on this hidden layer provide the
input to the next RBM.
Once pretraining has been completed, the multi-layer network can be finetuned either as a generative model or discriminatively, to solve a specific task.
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of a DBN with 4 hidden layers trained on an image dataset.
V denotes the visible and H1 –H4 the hidden layers. The blue arrows correspond to
the generative model, while the upward pointing red arrows indicate the direction of
recognition. In the generative model, the top two layers form an associative memory.

Fine-tuning can be conducted by, e.g., backpropagation or a variant of the ‘wakesleep’ algorithm (Hinton, 2007; Hinton et al., 2006; Hinton and Salakhutdinov,
2006a).
In the following, common use cases and applications of DBN models are
introduced.

2.4.1

Generative Model

Hinton et al.’s (2006) DBN generative model is composed of multiple consecutive
layers, where the lower layers contain directed connections, while the top two
layers have undirected connections and form an associative memory (Hopfield,
1982). If certain conditions are met, it can be shown that adding a further hidden
layer to a DBN produces a better generative model of the data (Hinton et al.,
2006). Fine-tuning of a DBN with the aim of obtaining an improved generative
model can be conducted using the ‘wake-sleep’ algorithm (Hinton et al., 1995,
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H4
H3
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H2
H1

V
Figure 2.4 Schematic of a DBN generative model containing 4 hidden layers (H1 –H4 )
used for generating images together with their class labels. V denotes the visible and
H1 –H4 the hidden layers. The blue arrows correspond to the generative model, while
the upward pointing red arrows indicate the direction of recognition. H3 , extended
with the class label nodes, and H4 form an associative memory.

2006) after the greedy layer-wise pretraining phase.
A DBN generative model can either be trained completely unsupervised or,
alternatively, labels can be introduced. The model proposed by (Hinton, 2007;
Hinton et al., 2006) learns to generate new data together with the appropriate
class labels. To this end, the penultimate layer of a DBN is extended with nodes
corresponding to class labels, and the top RBM learns to model the data jointly
with the labels (see diagram in Figure 2.4). It is possible to generate new images
from a given class by executing alternating Gibbs sampling between the top two
layers while appropriately clamping the value of the class labels, then calculating
top-down activations. The capability of such a DBN to learn a generative model
of handwritten digits was demonstrated on the MNIST dataset (Hinton et al.,
2006).
The trained model can also be used for classification. In this case, bottom-up
(i.e. recognition) activations are calculated after feeding in an example; then,
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Output Layer

H3

H2
H1
V
Figure 2.5 Schematic of a DNN used for classification. The network contains a visible
layer V corresponding to the input, 3 hidden layers (H1 –H3 ), and an output layer with
nodes corresponding to the classes.

while the bottom-up activations on the penultimate layer are kept fixed, alternating Gibbs sampling is conducted between the top two layers, and the probability
of each class label turning on is compared.

2.4.2

Deep Neural Networks and Classification

Using backpropagation, a pretrained DBN can be explicitly tuned to solve a
classification task. After the network has been pretrained layer by layer as a
generative model, an output layer is added, where the nodes correspond to class
labels. Then, backpropagation is performed on the training set to minimise
classification error, which can, for example, be measured using the cross-entropy
error:
H(p, p̂) = −

X

pi ln p̂i ,

(2.11)

i

where, given a training example, the true label defines p, while p̂i denotes the
probability of the example belonging to category i according to the prediction of
the model.
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When backpropagation is used for fine-tuning, the resulting model is a deep
neural network (DNN)3 . A schematic diagram of such a classifier DNN in shown
in Figure 2.5. These discriminatively fine-tuned models generally provide better
performance on classification tasks than the generative classifier described in Section 2.4.1 (see Hinton, 2007). Such DNN models have achieved excellent results
on challenging datasets, including the MNIST handwritten digit classification
problem (Hinton et al., 2006).
In the context of retinal modelling, Chapter 4 analyses the performance of
DNNs on a discriminative circle detection task and confirms the importance of
pretraining.

2.4.3

Autoencoders

Autoencoder DNNs are used for dimensionality reduction of input data. Their
multi-layer network architecture consists of an encoder and a decoder part, where
the encoder part is trained to generate reduced-dimensional codes for input datapoints. From such an encoding, the decoder part is capable of calculating a
reconstruction which approximates the original input example. A diagram of an
autoencoder is shown in Figure 2.6.
Autoencoder DNNs are pretrained as DBNs where the top layer has fewer
hidden nodes than the input dimension. Representations obtained on this layer
therefore provide a lower-dimensional encoding of the input. This pretraining
constitutes an initialisation for the encoder part of the deep autoencoder, while
to obtain the decoder part, the pretrained layers are ‘unrolled’ by transposing the
weights on each layer. The weight initialisations obtained for the encoder and
decoder layers provide a starting point for backpropagation, whereby the encoder
3

Although, in some of the literature the resulting DNNs are also referred to as DBNs.
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V
Figure 2.6 Schematic of a deep autoencoder neural network used for dimensionality
reduction. The network consists of an encoder part, which calculates reduced-length
codes (H2 ) for input examples, and a decoder part that can obtain a reconstruction
(H4 ) from such an encoding.

and decoder are fine-tuned as one multi-layer network. During optimisation, the
squared reconstruction error (SRE) is minimised, which is defined as the squared
distance between the original data and its reconstruction. Salakhutdinov and
Hinton (2009b) apply such an autoencoder to produce compact binary codes for
documents in a text retrieval task.
Chapter 5 introduces a new type of deep autoencoder network, the LRFDNN autoencoder, and compares results with the traditional method on a face
image reconstruction task. A schematic of deep autoencoder training on this
face dataset is shown in Figure 5.3(b) of Chapter 5.
A more detailed description of autoencoder training is provided by Hinton and
Salakhutdinov (2006a), where fine-tuning of DBNs as classifiers is also described.
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Learning the Structure of Deep Networks

Structure learning can improve the flexibility of a modelling approach by identifying the best structural parameters of a model automatically during training.
In the case of DBNs, such parameters describe the network architecture, i.e. the
number of layers and the number of nodes in each layer.
A variety of approaches have been proposed in the literature for learning the
structure of belief networks or the architectural parameters of a neural network.
However, due to scalability issues, the use of structure learning methods on complex real-world problems is currently limited. In the following, a few promising
approaches to structure learning are introduced with a primary focus on Bayesian
non-parametric methods.
For learning the structure of belief networks, heuristic procedures (Heckerman
et al., 1995) and evolutionary algorithms (Pelikan et al., 2001) have been explored
in the literature, along with a structure learning extension of the expectationmaximisation (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), called model selection
EM, introduced by Friedman (1997).
Efficient structure learning is considerably easier to implement in certain
restricted types of models, such as mixtures-of-trees, for which Meila and Jordan
(2001) proposed an EM-based algorithm. In a more general setting, a method
based on Mercer kernels was introduced by Bach and Jordan (2002) for learning
the structure of graphical models. For a specific class of neural networks, Angelov
and Filev (2004) developed a method that can adapt the networks’ structure in
an online manner, thereby providing improved flexibility.
A popular approach is the use of Bayesian non-parametric methods for inferring structure (Ghahramani, 2012), which provides a principled way of learning
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the structural parameters of a probabilistic model from data.

2.5.1

Bayesian Non-parametrics

Bayesian non-parametric methods impose prior probability distributions over
structural components of the model.

Using standard probabilistic inference

methods, the model structure can be inferred together with the model parameters. Commonly used priors include the Chinese restaurant process (Aldous,
1985; Pitman, 2002), applied in the infinite mixture model, and the Indian buffet process (Griffiths and Ghahramani, 2005, 2011) for the infinite latent feature
model.
In a mixture model, each example belongs to a category, whereas a latent
feature model represents objects by their sets of features. Each object can possess
multiple features, and in the infinite latent feature model, the total number of
available features is infinite. Fitting this model can be formalised as a problem
to learn a sparse binary matrix, where rows correspond to objects, columns
correspond to features, and elements of the matrix describe whether the given
object possesses the given feature.
In the infinite model, the number of objects (rows) is finite and the number of
features (columns) is infinite. To regularise the effective number of features in the
model, i.e. features that are actually possessed by the objects, a suitable prior
distribution has to be used. The Indian buffet process (IBP) defines a distribution on infinite sparse binary matrices (finite row, infinite column) and therefore
provides a suitable prior. Using the IBP the expected number of features per
object will follow a Poisson distribution.
As demonstrated by Adams et al. (2010), the cascading (stacked) IBP is
suitable for learning the structure of a sparse DBN from data, including the
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number of layers, number of nodes per layer, and the type of each node: either
binary or continuous valued. In this work, a flexible 2-parameter version of the
IBP is used and inference is conducted using sampling. An IBP prior is also
utilised in the work of Feng and Darrell (2015), where the structure of a deep
convolutional network is learnt from data.
Non-parametric approaches are highly promising for learning the structure of
networks; however, for some distributions, variational inference methods are not
available and inference using sampling can take an extensive amount of time on
complex models, which limits current use.

2.5.2

Hyperparameter Learning

In the case of neural networks, practical application of the methods is not only
complicated by the difficulty of identifying a suitable network structure, but successful training also often requires extensive tuning of certain hyperparameters,
such as the learning rate and momentum. By calculating the gradients of crossvalidation performance with respect to the hyperparameters, Maclaurin et al.
(2015) propose a method for automatically optimising any type of hyperparameter (e.g. network architecture, learning rate, and the distribution used for weight
initialisation) in neural networks trained using stochastic gradient descent with
momentum.

2.6

Feature Visualisation

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the internal representations used by
a DBN to encode input data or the process a classifier DNN follows to make
predictions, it would be highly beneficial to examine the feature detectors learnt
on each layer of the network. In the following, we will see how feature detectors
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on each layer of a deep network can be visualised when the network has been
trained on image data.
As the weights of nodes on the first hidden layer correspond to image locations, a visualisation of these features can be obtained in a straightforward
manner by displaying the hidden nodes’ weight vectors in the shape of the input
image data.
Visualisation of features on consecutive layers in a DBN or DNN is complicated by the presence of non-linearities on higher layers. However, by applying
an approximate method used in prior work (Erhan et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2008,
2009a), we can still obtain a useful visualisation. For each hidden node on a
higher layer, a feature visualisation can be constructed by using the connection
weights to calculate a linear combination of those features from the previous
layer that exhibited the strongest connections to the given higher-layer node.
This way, feature visualisations can be calculated in a layer-by-layer manner.
Chapters 4 and 6 will use the above described method to show features of
DBNs and DNNs trained for modelling the retina and face images.

2.7

Summary

This chapter has introduced the concept of deep learning together with recent
advances within this line of machine learning research. Key steps of DBN and
DNN training have been provided, including a description of the RBM model
and the contrastive divergence learning algorithm.
As discussed, in recent years deep learning algorithms have obtained stateof-the-art status on a large number of machine learning and computer vision
benchmarks. It is, however, not surprising given the recency of deep learning
developments that various theoretical and practical questions in this area have
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not yet been answered. It is still unclear what architectures are the most powerful
for learning multi-layer representations and what training methods guarantee the
most reliable learning performance alongside efficient computation. This applies
especially to problems where the type of data or the learning task differs from the
conventional cases. From a practical point of view, application of deep networks
to challenging ‘real-world’ problems is non-trivial and the process often involves
extensive parameter tuning.
Such challenges and the potential great benefits make investigations concerning deep architectures and suitable training algorithms highly important for the
advancement of machine learning research and related applications.

3

Modelling the Retina

This chapter describes the motivation behind designing computational models
of the retina, summarises key knowledge concerning retinal cells and circuits,
introduces previous computational models, and contrasts these methods with my
novel approach to retinal modelling. I will also give examples of open questions
regarding the workings of the retina and provide arguments for the suitability of
my retinal modelling approach for the study of these questions.

3.1

Motivation for Retinal Modelling

Extending our knowledge of information processing mechanisms within the retina
could lead to major advances in the design of learning algorithms for artificial
retinae. Such algorithms are much sought after, as building better computational
models of the retina is crucial for advancing the field of retinal implant engineering and can also be beneficial for improving image processing and computer
vision algorithms.
Despite insights into the anatomy, physiology, and morphology of neural
structures, gained through experimental studies, understanding biological vision
systems still remains an open problem due to the abundance, diversity, and complex interconnectivity of neural cells. Retinal cells and networks are not exempt
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from this rule even though they are relatively well studied. For example, recent
studies have revealed a lot more complexity in the functionality implemented by
retinal cells than what was traditionally believed (Gollisch and Meister, 2010;
Moritoh et al., 2013).
As a consequence, currently, designing computational models of the retina
involves dealing with a great amount of uncertainty and only partially known
information. In such circumstances, a competitive modelling approach has to
produce computational models which are flexible, in order to enable the discovery
of yet unknown retinal features, and are easily adaptable in case new information becomes available regarding the retina. Consequently, my aim is to utilise
flexible modelling approaches and develop computational models which exhibit
substantial fidelity to the retina’s currently known neural structure, whilst being
highly adaptable. My research towards the construction of these flexible models
builds on deep learning and probabilistic modelling techniques within machine
learning, such as DBNs.
The following section provides an introduction to cell types and circuits identified in mammalian retinae and summarises key information that influenced the
modelling approach proposed in this thesis. The description is based on review
papers by Kolb et al. (1995), Kolb (2003), Troy and Shou (2002), Wässle (2004),
Field and Chichilnisky (2007), Masland (1996, 2012), and Euler et al. (2014).
For more in depth discussions, please refer to the original papers.

3.2

Anatomy and Physiology of the Retina

Mammalian retinae contain a variety of cell types, which are organised into consecutive layers. The 6 main types of retinal cells are: rods, cones, horizontal
cells, bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells. Within the main cell cat-
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egories, there also exist a number of variants, which can exhibit differences in
their receptive fields (i.e. the area of the visual space in which a stimulus can
result in response of the neuron) and have diverse morphological, electrophysiological, and functional properties. The exact number of these variant types can
differ between species and in many cases the catalogue is not yet thought to be
complete (Masland, 2012). There is also an on-going debate in the literature
regarding what constitutes a unique type. Therefore, in many cases the following description provides a range or an approximate value for the number of cell
types.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the spatial relationship between different retinal cells
and the stratification of the retina. In Figure 3.1(b)–(c) the layers of retinal
cells are shown in schematic diagrams, while a cross-section of a mouse retina is
provided in Figure 3.1(a), showing immunostained retinal cells.

3.2.1

Photoreceptors

Visual information processing in the retina starts in the layer of photoreceptors
by the detection of light. Photoreceptors consist of rods and cones, and the cell
bodies of these cells form the outer nuclear layer of the retina. Cones provide
the first processing step in colour vision, predominantly utilised during daytime,
whereas rods are capable of sensing light in dark environments and thus are
essential for night vision.
Mammalian retinae contain 2 to 3 types of cones, which are capable of sensing
different wavelength light. Colour vision is made possible by comparing the response obtained from different wavelength cones. The retina of humans and that
of other trichromatic primates contain 3 types of cones: blue cones sense short
wavelength (i.e. blue) light, green cones medium, and red cones long wavelength
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Figure 3.1 Neural structure of the retina. (a) Retinal cells stained different colours
are shown in a cross-section of immunostained mouse retina. The bottom layer consisting of purple and blue coloured cells corresponds to the photoreceptors. Bipolar
cells are shown in green, while amacrine and ganglion cells are stained red. Original
image source: Morgan and Wong (2007). (b) A schematic diagram illustrates the layered structure of the retina. The layer of photoreceptors on the bottom, consisting
of rods and cones, is the first unit in the visual information processing pipeline. This
is followed by the outer plexiform layer featuring synaptic connections between photoreceptors, horizontal cells, and bipolar cells. While the subsequent inner plexiform
layer corresponds to the connections between bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells. Original image source: Kolb (2003, p. 30), permission for use granted. (c)
Schematic diagram showing the location of the retina on the back of the eye and a
close up of the retinal network. Original image source: Kolb (1995).
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light. A dichromat’s retina, on the other hand, has not evolved to differentiate between medium and long wavelength light and consequently only contains 2
types of cones: a short wavelength blue cone and a long wavelength cone, termed
a green cone.

3.2.2

Horizontal Cells

The synaptic connections between photoreceptors, horizontal cells, and bipolar cells are referred to as the outer plexiform layer of the retina. With their
large receptive fields, horizontal cells connect to a high number of photoreceptors. Moreover, they can connect to neighbouring horizontal cells through gap
junctions, thereby further extending the area they receive information from.
The main role of horizontal cells is local gain control, whereby a horizontal cell
measures the average illumination within its receptive field and sends inhibitory
feedback to photoreceptors. Furthermore, evidence strongly suggests bipolar cells
also receive horizontal cell feedback (Euler et al., 2014; Masland, 2012). Through
such feedback mechanisms, the photoreceptor–horizontal cell circuit guarantees
that the input signal reaching further processing units of the retina is kept within
the appropriate range. Additionally, this method also provides some degree of
edge enhancement.

3.2.3

Bipolar Cells

Bipolar cells receive input from photoreceptor cells and send their output to
ganglion and amacrine cells. In addition, they can receive feedback from different
types of amacrine cells.
Bipolar cells can be divided into two main categories based on whether the
cells connect to the ON or OFF pathways. The ON pathway is responsible for
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detecting light objects on dark background, whereas the OFF pathway detects
dark objects on light background. The temporal response properties to light
stimulus can also be different among bipolar cells. Some of these cells show
transient response at the onset of light, while other bipolar cells express sustained
responses, yet others exhibit more complex temporal patterns. Currently, it
appears that all (or most) anatomical types of bipolar cells have been discovered,
and recent lists in the literature suggest the existence of around 12–13 distinct
bipolar cell types (Euler et al., 2014; Masland, 2012). Among these, one type of
bipolar cell is rod specific, whereas the others connect to cones.
A characteristic trait of the bottom-up connections is that information is
processed through multiple parallel pathways. This phenomena can be observed
even at the earliest stages of visual information processing, as the output of a
single cone is sent to multiple bipolar cells which represent all suitable bipolar cell
types. As for the top-down connection patterns, bipolar cells generally exhibit
non-selective connection patterns and connect to all cones within the region covered by their dendrites. Exceptions are a type of cone bipolar cell that connects
only to blue cones and a few other types which ignore blue cones.
Some bipolar cells are non-chromatic and have the putative role of conveying
brightness information. Other, wavelength specific, bipolar cells implement a
step towards colour vision by sending their output to ganglion cells that compare
short and long wavelength excitations. In a dichromatic retina, for example, the
blue cone specific bipolar cell connects to the ‘blue ON/green OFF’ ganglion
cell, which can detect the presence of a blue blob in the centre of its receptive
field. Recently, it has been demonstrated bipolar cells implement more versatile
functions, e.g., they even have roles in contrast adaptation (Brown and Masland,
2001).
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Amacrine Cells

The cell bodies of bipolar, horizontal, and amacrine cells form the inner nuclear
layer of the retina. In addition, there exist a few so-called displaced amacrine
cells (Pérez De Sevilla Müller et al., 2007), whose cell bodies are located in
the ganglion cell layer. Amacrine cells receive input from bipolar cells and,
depending on their type, can either send their output to ganglion cells or other
types of amacrine cells or provide feedback to bipolar cells.
The approximately 30–42 different types of amacrine cells implement a variety of diverse tasks within the retina (Euler et al., 2014; Masland, 2012). For
example, a polyaxonal, wide-field amacrine cell has a crucial role in sensing differential motion of an object and its background (Ölveczky et al., 2003). The
process involves a specific, object motion sensing (OMS) ganglion cell, whose
role is to determine if an object in the ganglion cell’s receptive field centre moves
with a different speed than the rest of the receptive field area, which corresponds
to the background. Central motion of an object results in the OMS ganglion
cell receiving excitatory signals from bipolar cells located within the centre of
its receptive field. The motion of the larger background area fuels polyaxonal
amacrine cells, which subsequently send inhibitory signals to the OMS ganglion
cell. If the speed of the background and the centre is the same, the inhibitory
signals cancel the excitatory signals before they can reach the ganglion cell. If,
however, the object’s speed does not agree with the background’s speed, the
ganglion cell can sense the difference in object and background motion.
Other than a few amacrine cell types that have been examined in such detail, there still exists a number of amacrine cells whose functionality is not yet
understood.
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Ganglion Cells

The highest level of information processing within the retina is implemented by
ganglion cells. These cells receive input from a number of bipolar cells, which
can represent a mixture of different types, and occasionally from amacrine cells,
like in the case of the above described OMS ganglion cell. The synapses between
bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells constitute the inner plexiform
layer of the retina.
Different ganglion cell types detect specific visual features. Subsequently, information extracted by these cells is transmitted, through the optic nerve and
the LGN, towards higher visual processing areas located in the visual cortex.
According to current knowledge, between 11–22 types of ganglion cells can be
present in mammalian retinae, but the list of existing types is still likely to be
incomplete (Masland, 2012). We also lack understanding of the visual information processing mechanisms implemented by some ganglion cells. For example,
half of the ganglion cell types in the rabbit retina execute yet undiscovered functionalities. Nevertheless, extensive knowledge has been obtained regarding the
operational mechanisms of the more common ganglion cell types.
The most well-known types of ganglion cells play roles in local edge detection and have receptive fields which exhibit centre-surround antagonism (Kuffler,
1953): containing either an ON or OFF type centre with the opposite type surround. ON-centre cells receive excitatory signals when light appears in their
receptive field centre and inhibitory signals resulting from light in the surround,
while the opposite signalling pattern characterises OFF-centre ganglion cells.
The receptive fields of these ganglion cells are most often modelled as differenceof-Gaussians (DoG) (see, e.g., Chen et al., 2014; Crook et al., 2011; Dacey et al.,
2000; Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966; McMahon et al., 2004; Rodieck, 1965).
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Figure 3.2 Difference-of-Gaussians filters: common models of ON (left) and OFF
(right) type ganglion cell receptive fields.

Figure 3.2 shows an ON and an OFF type DoG filter.
In recent years, ganglion cells exhibiting more complex behaviours have been
identified in mammalian retinae. Most of these cells show interesting dynamic
properties and execute functionalities related to the detection of specific motion
patterns in the visual input. The response of these cell types can depend heavily on context, for example, as seen before, the OMS ganglion cell’s response
depends not only on the motion within the receptive field centre but also on motion patterns of the background. Other examples of ganglion cell functionalities
related to specific motion patterns in the input include direction selectivity (Barlow et al., 1964; Vaney et al., 2012), saccadic suppression (Roska and Werblin,
2003), the anticipation of motion direction (Hosoya et al., 2005), and the detection of approaching stimuli (Münch et al., 2009). Additionally, the collective
behaviour of ganglion cells can also implement specific tasks. For example, synchronised firing of a ganglion cell population in the tiger salamander retina can
signal the reversal of motion (Chen et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2007).
Furthermore, a surprising finding has been the discovery of intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (Berson et al., 2002), which are capable of directly sensing light through melanopsin, thereby constituting a distinct type of
photoreceptor. These ganglion cells have important roles in the regulation of
circadian rhythms by signalling extended, constant occurrences of light.
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An interesting property of primate and human retinae is the existence of a
small central area, the fovea, which contains an abundance of cones and exhibits
near one-to-one connections between cones, bipolar cells, and ganglion cells. The
existence of these so-called midget ganglion cells is essential for achieving high
resolution colour vision in the centre of the visual field.
Similarly, it is usual to find differences between the centre and the periphery
of vertebrate retinae with respect to the density of ganglion cell coverage. For
example, in the cat retina, Wässle et al. (1981) show the alpha ganglion cells
populate the centre, called the area centralis, more densely than the periphery.
Peripheral alpha cells, in return, have larger dendritic arbours and hence cover
larger areas. As a typical property of the retina, the layout of ganglion cells
exhibits a ‘tiling’ organisation, whereby cells are placed close enough to provide
good coverage but far enough to avoid much overlap. Accordingly, the increased
spread of peripheral ganglion cell dendritic arbours is necessary for maintaining
an almost perfect coverage in all areas of the retina.

3.3

Retinal Modelling on Different Scales

Neural computation processes can be modelled on different abstraction levels,
ranging from detailed models of single neurons, through models of smaller neural
circuits, to large-scale neural networks. This is no different in the case of retinal
modelling, where the literature has investigated:
(i) models of single cells (Fohlmeister et al., 1990; Fohlmeister and Miller,
1997; Kameneva et al., 2011; Liu and Kourennyi, 2004; Miller et al., 2006;
Tsai et al., 2012; Usui et al., 1996a,b; Vallerga et al., 1980; Velte and Miller,
1997),
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(ii) populations of neurons (Field et al., 2010; Lennie et al., 1991; Nirenberg
and Pandarinath, 2012; Pillow et al., 2008; Shlens et al., 2008; Tsai et al.,
2012; Werblin and Jacobs, 1996), and
(iii) networks of interacting retinal cell types (Chen et al., 2014; Cottaris and
Elfar, 2005; Gaudiano, 1992; Gollisch and Meister, 2010; Hennig and Funke,
2001; Kien et al., 2012b; Maul et al., 2011; Publio et al., 2009; Smith and
Vardi, 1995; Teeters et al., 1997, 1991; Werblin, 1991; Zaghloul and Boahen,
2006).
In the works of Fohlmeister et al. (1990), Fohlmeister and Miller (1997), and
Kameneva et al. (2011) models capturing single cell firing patterns of ganglion
cells are proposed and validated against experimental data obtained from intracellular recordings. Liu and Kourennyi (2004) propose a complete computational
model of the rod and show that the model can reproduce response properties of
rods measured by patch clamp experiments.
To study the implementation of colour opponency in the retina, Lennie et al.
(1991) use a simulation of large-scale ganglion cell populations to aid with the
examination of hypotheses regarding their wiring patterns. (Werblin and Jacobs,
1996) develop a cellular neural network model of a retinal bipolar cell population,
resulting in the discovery of a new edge enhancement mechanism. Still on the
scale of neural populations, Pillow et al. (2008) show that synchronised firing
patterns of a retinal ganglion cell population can be described accurately by a
model which takes into account the dependence of neighbouring ganglion cells.
The literature also contains a number of models which describe interactions
between different retinal cell types. Publio et al. (2009) model circuitries of the
rod pathway, while the cone pathway is studied by Teeters et al. (1997) and
Cottaris and Elfar (2005). Teeters et al. (1991) provide a simulation to analyse
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a potential circuitry responsible for the inhibition of ganglion cell responses to
stimuli in the receptive field centre at times when movement occurs in the surround. On a larger scale, each of the main retinal cell types are modelled using
predefined low-pass filters in a retinal simulation study by Hennig and Funke
(2001).
Motion reversal detection is known to be implemented by populations of ganglion cells in the salamander retina; however, commonly used models of ganglion
cells, such as a linear-nonlinear model (LN) or an LN with gain control, cannot
reproduce this response (Chen et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2007). To this end,
Chen et al. (2014) propose the more complex, adaptive cascade model, which
produces results consistent with experiments.
As a model of the outer plexiform layer, Maul et al. (2011) propose a recurrent
neural network, where the parameters are learnt by evolutionary optimisation
and possible functions of the outer plexiform layer are investigated. In prior art,
neural network models implementing different types of interacting retinal cells
are predominantly of limited complexity and scale; also, the networks typically
do not contain more than a single (in some cases recurrent) hidden layer.
With respect to the modelling of early vision, this thesis focuses on a higher
level description of retinal circuits and mechanisms. Consequently, instead of
requiring fidelity to the characteristics of single neuron behaviour, the primary
goal is to develop methods which can identify and execute higher-level functionalities implemented by retinal circuits. Such functionalities include, for example,
preprocessing mechanisms employed by the outer plexiform layer and features
detected by ganglion cells.
In the centre of my interest stands the assessment of large-scale deep network
models for retinal modelling and the identification of such training algorithms
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that have the potential of automatically learning functionalities implemented by
the retina. In the forthcoming chapter, I will investigate how the use of deep
belief and deep neural networks, equipped with a high number of layers and
nodes, can provide a powerful new way of modelling the retina.

3.4

A New Retinal Modelling Approach

The following sections compare two different approaches towards modelling the
retina. Section 3.4.1 describes a common approach, often found in the computational neuroscience, neuroengineering, and biological modelling literature, based
on strict implementation of known mechanisms in the retina. Subsequently, my
novel approach to retinal modelling, which proposes the use of flexible probabilistic models and structure learning, is introduced in Section 3.4.2.
To highlight areas where this novel approach can be advantageous, in Section 3.5 some intriguing open questions are presented regarding the retina, and
the feasibility of their investigation using the proposed retinal modelling approach
is evaluated.

3.4.1

Traditional Approach
– Model the retina to the ‘best of our knowledge’

One straightforward way of designing computational retinal models starts with
an assembly of readily available information regarding neuronal structures and
processes in the retina, followed by the replication of these mechanisms with
computer simulation. Such carefully ‘handcrafted’ retinal models can be used
to validate and better understand experimental findings. Also, this approach
provides a viable option for retinal prosthesis design, and examples of such sys-
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tems are numerous in the literature (see, e.g., Gollisch and Meister, 2010; Hallum
et al., 2004; Humayun et al., 1996; Maul et al., 2011; Zaghloul and Boahen, 2006).
When following this modelling approach, expert knowledge regarding neural
structures and processes previously discovered in the retina can be collected from
recent neuroscience studies (e.g. Field et al., 2010; Gollisch and Meister, 2010;
Kolb, 2003; Masland, 2012; Wässle, 2004). Relevant findings include information
on connection patterns of retinal cells or the functionalities associated with cells
or cell populations, e.g. contrast gain control, object motion detection (Ölveczky
et al., 2003), or the detection of an approaching object (Münch et al., 2009).
Based on such findings a model can be formulated which describes how cells
are thought to co-operate. The behaviour of the simulated retina can then be
tested when, for example, new input is used or changes are introduced to the
neural structures.
Within a similar framework, it is also possible to propose and investigate
the feasibility of some hypothesised functionality of the retina. In Maul et al.’s
(2011) work, for example, candidate features are selected first, then experiments
are conducted to determine which one of these features can be implemented by
circuitries of their proposed retinal model.

3.4.1.1

Critique of the Traditional Approach

Although it seems straightforward to construct a computational model of the
retina using hard-wired connection patterns, such a modelling approach has two
main shortcomings.
Firstly, a hard-wired model can only be as close to a real retinal neural
network as the available information allows. The problem is not only the fact
that our knowledge regarding the working of the retina is limited but, also, that
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discoveries and theories in neuroscience sometimes get proven wrong. A number
of theories about the retina were believed to be true until someone with advanced
equipment or new testing protocol has proven the opposite. For example, it is
only recently that scientists started to realise the retina is more than just a
simple filtering mechanism using difference-of-Gaussians filters. This is due to
ganglion cells with more complex functionality being harder to identify through
standard experiments. As an example, object motion sensitive ganglion cells were
not discovered until the right type of input was presented to the photoreceptors
(Gollisch and Meister, 2010; Ölveczky et al., 2003).
A computational model built by the ‘traditional’ approach therefore may need
to be re-designed at a later stage when new findings are obtained from clinical
experiments. Also, when proposing novel candidate functionalities of retinal cells
using this type of model, one would need to incorporate the uncertainty of any
previous findings upon which the model is built.
A second concern regarding the traditional modelling approach is its limited
use for identifying potential, yet undiscovered, functionalities implemented by the
retina. This is due to the strict hand-selected architecture and, more generally,
a modelling approach driven by expert knowledge instead of data.
Even in the case when such models are used for testing the feasibility of a hypothesised retinal functionality, selection of the candidate functionality depends
entirely on the choice of the modeller. Such a choice or intuition is influenced by
our current knowledge of visual processing; therefore, more complex functionalities, not yet thought of, might get missed.
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Novel Approach
– Discover the neural structure of the retina from data

With the goal of this work being the design of computational models which enable
the discovery of yet unknown retinal features, instead of the traditional route,
I propose a data-driven approach towards retinal modelling. Such a modelling
approach repositions the main focus from what is known about the retinal neural
network to how and why such a network has developed. Instead of simulating
known neural processes in the retina by strict implementation, this data-driven
approach strives to discover retinal functionalities automatically from data.
From the biological modelling point of view, the goal of this approach can
be interpreted as inferring the whys and wherefores of retinal evolution and development, albeit without strictly replicating such processes. If we consider that
a key component of visual information processing is the encoding of patterns
present in input data, focusing on methods which can learn such encodings efficiently shows high potential for retinal modelling and can provide insights into
the reasons behind the development of certain retinal functions.
Learning a computational model of the retina from data encompasses multiple aspects, such as ensuring the functional and the structural fidelity of the
model to a retina. These two aspects are distinct: a model could learn functionalities executed by a retina (e.g. contrast gain control, DoG filtering), thereby
demonstrating functional similarities, without adopting the retina’s neural network structure. The second aspect of modelling would comprise of approximating
the neural network structure of the retina by automatically learning the structure from data. This structure has been optimised through evolution to provide
fast computation of various informative features as a first step towards abstract
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information encoding for visual recognition. Examples of such feature detections
implemented by the retina include the presence of dark blobs on light background
and vice-versa, the direction of motion (Barlow et al., 1964), detection of an approaching dark object (Münch et al., 2009), and motion reversal detection (Chen
et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2007). A method capable of learning such a network
structure from data could be used for simulating how the neural network of the
retina has evolved and developed to solve feature detection tasks.
While both the traditional and the novel data-driven approach can discover
useful clues about the routines followed by retinal cells, the latter has much
greater potential for identifying yet undiscovered functionalities in the retina.
This thesis therefore proposes a data-driven approach for modelling the retina
and the following chapters introduce machine learning algorithms which support
such an approach. Furthermore, experimental analysis is provided to assess the
ability of these methods for identifying the types of encodings that are extracted
by the retina and subsequently conveyed towards higher cortical areas.

3.4.3

Considerations

To learn retinal models in a data-driven way, both supervised and unsupervised
learning protocols can be applied, and Chapter 4 investigates the suitability of
both types of methods.
The evaluation focuses on deep learning methods which are highly efficient
at identifying complex patterns in input data and thereby learning multi-layered
models with data-specific feature detectors. Although model architectures examined in Chapter 4 are predefined prior to training, the high number of parameters
learnt by the model from data greatly improves flexibility and allows for the encoding of key features even in the case of challenging datasets.
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It is also possible to design an algorithm for learning the architecture of the
model directly from data. For this, as described in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2,
one can build on previous work in the areas of evolutionary algorithms (Pelikan
et al., 2001), evolving neural networks (Angelov and Filev, 2004), Bayesian nonparametrics (Adams et al., 2010), structural extensions of EM (Friedman, 1997;
Meila and Jordan, 2001), and kernel-based approaches (Bach and Jordan, 2002).
A description of Bayesian non-parametric approaches for structure learning was
provided in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2, while my proposed deep learning method
that incorporates a novel structure learning element is introduced in Chapters 5
and 6.

3.4.3.1

Specifics of Retinal Modelling

In the literature, standard methods for learning the structure of a neural network
have mainly been applied in the case of some restricted types of structures, e.g.
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Therefore, to be able to learn the architecture
of the retina, these methods would need to be adapted in order to incorporate
the learning of more complex neural structures, such as feedback circuits, which
are prevalent within the retina.
When designing a computational model of the retina, it is also important to
take into account the following specifics of retinal information processing:
(i) the characteristics of retinal processing can change with time,
(ii) the firing of neurons has an effect on other nearby neurons, and
(iii) the temporal characteristics of neuronal firing is important for information
encoding.
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The significance of accounting for the effects of neighbouring neurons on each
other’s firing patterns has been demonstrated by Pillow et al. (2008).
To give an example which emphasises the importance of considering temporal
effects, as shown by Ölveczky et al. (2007), the retina is most sensitive to the
onset of object motion and thereafter adapts its behaviour by lowering the firing
rate in response to the same stimulus. A fully functional model of the retina
should, therefore, not be static over time but, rather, be a dynamic model that
can alternate between different states. The model should also be able to adapt to
long and short term changes within the environment and account for the complex
dynamics of neuronal populations.

3.4.4

Training and Evaluation Protocol

When using a data-driven modelling approach, it is especially important to carefully construct the training dataset. For example, in the case of a supervised
task, one has to make sure the training data and the corresponding labels show
a high level of similarity to the type of input and output correspondences the
retinal neural network would produce. If we knew exactly what input-output
correspondences were present during retinal information processing, the evaluation protocol could be constructed by simulating the type of input the retina
would receive and comparing the model’s output to the required output. However, when modelling the retina with the intention of facilitating the discovery of
novel functionalities, the required output is not completely known and inferring
it is indeed our task.
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Experimental Data

Nirenberg and Pandarinath (2012) implement a similar approach by measuring
firing patterns of a group of mouse retinal ganglion cells to known input using
multielectrode recordings, followed by an approximation of each ganglion cell’s
processing function by a linear-nonlinear cascade. Shortcomings of the method
include the need for laboratory experiments, the necessity of hand-selecting and
identifying a set of retinal cells which the modeller conducts the experiments
with, and the limitation on the amount of data that is possible to be collected
with such an experiment. Also, the use of the LN cascade may be suboptimal for
approximating ganglion cell functionality as such shallow models do not account
for the multi-layer structure of the retina, thereby ignoring important processing
elements, such as bipolar and amacrine cells.
In summary, acquiring labelled data which describes input-output correspondences of selected neural circuits in the retina is possible with experimental
techniques, e.g. multielectrode recordings; however, with such an approach, the
modeller’s choices regarding the experimental set-up pose inherent constraints
on what cell and circuit functions can be studied and the obtainable data are
highly limited.

3.4.4.2

Output of Higher-Level Processes

One of the complementary approaches proposed in this thesis uses the output
of higher-level processes to help infer certain lower-level functionalities. In the
human brain the final output of visual processing is, in some way, easier to
estimate than the output of lower processing layers, because as humans, we interpret and use this output at every moment in visual scene understanding. This
higher-level representation of information describes, for example, objects which
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we can recognise and the direction of their motion, faces and their emotions,
or the activities conducted in visual scenes. Furthermore, the output can have
components utilised during different classification processes (e.g. determining
whether the environment is dangerous), the initiation of eye-movements (e.g.
calculating the coordinates of the next saccadic eye movement), or decision making (e.g. after recognising the approach of an object, making the decision to move
away). Additionally, by building on knowledge from neuroscience experiments,
some assumptions can also be made regarding intermediate level tasks the visual
pathway executes.
These observations lead to a complementary way of evaluating the performance of a retinal model by making use of knowledge concerning the output of
more complex, higher-level encoding processes. In Chapters 4 and 6, I will give
examples of how intermediate and higher-level tasks can be used for guiding the
optimisation, and I will show the proposed models can discover feature detectors
analogous to the ones implemented by certain retinal neural circuits.
An apparent caveat of this approach is the increased complexity of the tasks
used for learning a computational model of the retina. Nonetheless, by following
this method, information can also be discovered about functionalities of higherlevel processing layers in the visual cortex. It becomes somewhat harder to
determine which of the learnt features are plausible functionalities implemented
by the retina. However, if there exists some well-known retinal feature detectors
among the detectors automatically learnt from data, other features identified by
the model could also be considered as putative functions of the retinal network.
Further guarantee can be achieved through the addition of constraints and
validation mechanisms to the learning algorithm. For example, receptive field
constraints introduced in Chapter 5 can be beneficial for improving the structural
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similarity of the model to a retina.

3.4.4.3

Unsupervised Methods

A third approach, which I will also investigate through experiments in Chapter 4,
utilises unsupervised methods for automatically learning feature detectors from
adequate training data. Such detectors are then treated as possible functions
implemented by the retinal network or the visual cortex. This method builds on
the view that the evolution of a large percentage of visual information processing
functionalities within the visual pathway (or, at least, in the earlier parts of the
visual pathway) was driven by the goal to detect and efficiently encode patterns
present in input data (see the efficient coding hypothesis investigated by Atick
and Redlich, 1992; Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961; Dong and Atick, 1995; Graham
and Field, 2009; Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001).
Following the ‘unsupervised’ approach, we can bypass the difficulty of selecting suitable classification tasks, acquiring labelled data, and problems that can
arise from noisy classification labels. In this case, it is still important to assemble a suitable training dataset which reflects well the particularities of the input
processed by retinal cells. For example, if the input was provided in the form of
a colour video stream of natural scenes, one would have to make sure typical image preprocessing techniques, such as noise removal or contrast adjustment, are
only applied in moderation if at all. Within the visual pathway, the implementation of such preprocessing functions is mainly the task of the retina; therefore, a
complete model of the retina should, indeed, incorporate the execution of these
preprocessing tasks and should not rely on prior image processing.
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Advantages of the Proposed Approach

Instead of building strict handcrafted retinal models, I propose a data-driven
approach for learning a computational model of the retina. Such an approach
is advantageous, as it provides a suitable framework for the discovery of yet
unknown potential functionalities of retinal cells and circuits. There still exist a number of ganglion cell types whose functions are unknown or not fully
understood (Masland, 2012). Without having to hypothesise what processing
mechanisms can be implemented in the retina, methods complying with the proposed data-driven approach strive to discover these features automatically from
data.
As opposed to the traditional approach driven by expert knowledge regarding
the retina, with a data-driven method, it becomes harder to guarantee that the
resulting models are plausible neural networks for retinal modelling. However,
the flexibility of learning retinal functionality automatically from data has great
advantage when the expert knowledge is incomplete or inaccurate. Also, the
novel approach possesses much greater potential for furthering our knowledge
regarding the workings of the retina and biological visual information processing
in general.
As a validation, the discovery of some well-known features of the retina can
indicate that other features identified by the model could also be implemented
in the retina. Furthermore, I will show how structural constraints can be utilised
in the learning algorithm for improving the fidelity of the resulting model to
biological neural networks of the visual pathway.
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Open Questions in Retinal Research

In the rest of this chapter I will describe some exciting research directions
and open questions within retinal research and modelling, while also discussing
whether the proposed data-driven approach and, particularly, methods for network structure learning are suitable for investigating these questions.

3.5.1

Eye Movements

In psychology, neurophysiology, and related areas, remarkable attention has been
paid towards understanding eye motion control and the relationship between
attention and eye movements (Duhamel et al., 1992; Groner and Groner, 1989;
Hoffman and Subramaniam, 1995; Kustov and Robinson, 1996; Liversedge and
Findlay, 2000; Shepherd et al., 1986). Although, much of eye motion control
is conducted from higher processing areas in the brain, such as the superior
colliculus (Kustov and Robinson, 1996; Robinson, 1972; Wurtz and Goldberg,
1972), retinal cells have important roles in relation to the guidance of attention
and the execution of eye movements. For example, Roska and Werblin (2003)
have found evidence of saccadic suppression in the rabbit retina, i.e. an inhibiting
mechanism acting upon certain ganglion cells during fast eye movements, called
saccades.
A straightforward way to investigate this area is through the analysis of eye
motion data. If such data are available, the control of eye movements can be used
as a higher-level task to guide the optimisation within the data-driven framework,
as described in Section 3.4.4. This could enable the method to discover features
at the retina level which have important roles in the control mechanisms of eye
movements.
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Retinal Development

Exciting questions accompany the development of neural circuits in the retina.
Experiments with light-deprived developing mice have shown a deviation in ganglion cell dendritic distribution (Tian, 2008), which indicates that changes in
the environment can have a strong effect on the development and maturation of
retinal circuits. A structure learning approach has great potential for modelling
circuit development and investigating the effects of sending abnormal input to
the photoreceptors during the learning phase.

3.5.3

Colour Opponency

There still remain various details to be learnt regarding the way red-green colour
opponency within the visual input is conveyed by the retina towards the brain in
trichromatic primates. The difference between the signals received from the centre and surround of a midget ganglion cell is crucial for channelling information
about colour opponency.
According to the ‘random wiring hypothesis’ (Paulus and Kröger-Paulus,
1983), the receptive field centre of a midget ganglion cell receives input originating selectively from one type of cone, whereas the surround receives mixed
signals gained from both cone types. Here, cone type refers to the wavelength
(i.e. red or green colour sensitivity) of the cone. Evidence supporting the random
wiring hypothesis has grown significantly in recent years (Crook et al., 2011; Field
et al., 2010; Jusuf et al., 2006), due in large part to the use of high resolution
multielectrode recordings (Field et al., 2010).
Presently, the most likely hypothesis for the implementation of surround antagonism is based on horizontal cell negative feedback to cones (Crook et al.,
2011). Such a finding would provide additional support for the random wiring
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hypothesis, as these horizontal cells, indeed, connect to both red and green cones
non-selectively. In further agreement with the random wiring hypothesis, it is
possible that during evolution trichromatic colour vision was implemented using
pre-existing circuits, corresponding to the centre-surround midget ganglion cell
receptive fields, without the need for rewiring.
On a lower processing level, it is interesting to examine the connection patterns between cones and bipolar cells. In general, midget bipolar cells have
connections with only one type of cone (Field et al., 2010), but there exist some
bipolar cells which have inter-chromatic connections and, thus, likely convey
brightness information (Masland, 2012). From the notion that horizontal cells
provide the surround of midget ganglion cells, it also follows that colour opponency can be observed as early as at the level of midget bipolar cells.
The proposed data-driven and structure learning approaches are highly suitable for investigating how these connection patterns, pathways, and mechanisms
evolved for colour vision. By providing an opportunity to examine the dominant trends in connection patterns between cones and other cells in the learnt
networks, these approaches allow for evaluating the feasibility and likelihood of
different hypotheses regarding the implementation of colour vision in the retina.

3.5.4

Rod Pathway

As described above, colour opponency has likely been implemented in the retina
by simply building on the existing centre-surround receptive field structure of
midget ganglion cells, without major changes in the retinal circuits (Crook et al.,
2011). This highlights a trend that is observable in retinal evolution: often, a
new functionality is implemented by utilising pre-existing neural circuits instead
of resorting to rewiring the neural structure of the retina. Another example is the
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evolution of the rod pathway, which utilises the previously evolved cone pathway.
This phenomenon gives a hint about the particularities of retinal evolution, which
can be incorporated within the optimisation algorithm of a structure learning
method.
Circuits connecting rods to ganglion cells have been widely studied in the
neuroscience literature (see, e.g., Deans et al., 2002; DeVries and Baylor, 1995;
Field et al., 2005; Hack et al., 1999; Pahlberg and Sampath, 2011; Soucy et al.,
1998; Tsukamoto et al., 2001). Creating computational models of this network is,
on its own, a highly interesting task, and the problem lends itself well for applying
data-driven modelling approaches. However, trying to learn the circuits of the
rod pathway from data makes the task even more challenging and especially
suitable for investigation with structure learning algorithms.

3.5.5

Photosensitive Ganglion Cells

As discussed in Section 3.2.5, melanopsin containing ganglion cells with intrinsic
photoreceptive capabilities (Berson et al., 2002) were a remarkable addition to
the line of rod and cone photoreceptors. Furthermore, their morphology and
supposed roles turned out to be much more varied than once thought (Schmidt
et al., 2011). Apart from enabling the execution of the pupillary light reflex and
the photoentrainment of circadian rhythms (Golombek and Rosenstein, 2010;
Wright et al., 2013), i.e. synchronisation of the body’s biological clock with the
24 hour cycles of night and daytime, some of these ganglion cells may even have
effects on image-forming vision (Schmidt et al., 2011).
Recently, the existence of a further type of photosensitive ganglion cell has
been suggested, which, through the use of neuropsin, photoentrains the retina’s
local circadian clock without depending on the body’s central biological clock
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(Buhr et al., 2015).
From the novelty of these findings follows that there remain a number of
unanswered questions concerning the mechanisms involved with photosensitive
ganglion cells. The modelling of these cells and circuits would involve extending
the proposed data-driven framework with models of non-image-forming visual
functions. While this may amount to a more complex task, data-driven approaches could play an important role in studying evolutionary processes behind
the formation of these exceptional ganglion cells and the circuitries involved.

3.5.6

Digital Versus Analogue Computation

To understand the information processing mechanisms employed by a neuronal
population in the brain, it is interesting to investigate if the cells conduct ‘analogue’ or ‘digital’ computation, i.e. whether signalling is executed through graded
potentials or action potentials (spikes), and the possible reasons behind either
choice. Shu et al. (2006) show examples of both types of computation in the
cerebral cortex. Furthermore, the retina has also been found to employ both
graded and action potentials for information encoding (Baden et al., 2013).
Analogue systems can provide highly efficient computation, but the accumulation of noise is often a problem in large-scale systems. Sarpeshkar (1998)
therefore hypothesises the brain works as a distributed hybrid system (i.e. conducting both digital and analogue computation) using a large number of noisy
neurons and wires in order to ensure highly efficient computation. Averaging
can play an important role in noise reduction, and it is also possible the brain
implements some structure similar to an Analogue/Digital/Analogue adapter in
electronics to mitigate noise (Sarpeshkar, 1998).
Retinal circuits implement a number of noise reduction mechanisms. For ex-
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ample, it is now accepted rod bipolar cells in the retina threshold the incoming
signals from rods, and the most likely explanation for this is thought to be the
improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio (Pahlberg and Sampath, 2011). To examine what encoding mechanisms can provide the best balance between efficient
computation and noise-resistant coding in the retina, a data-driven approach
could be highly advantageous. Here, both supervised and unsupervised methods, tailored to the architectural constraints and specifics of the retina, can be
used to investigate efficient information encoding paradigms.
Due to a lack of large distances within the retinal network, which would warrant the digitalisation of signals, a large portion of information processing in the
retina is conducted through graded potentials (Purves et al., 2001). While ganglion cells were known to send information towards the brain using noise-resistant
digital signals in the form of action potentials, photoreceptors, horizontal cells,
and bipolar cells, on the other hand, were long thought to produce only graded
potentials (Dowling, 1987; Kaneko, 1970; Masland, 2001; Werblin and Dowling,
1969). Recent findings (Baden et al., 2013, 2011; Dreosti et al., 2011; Protti
et al., 2000), however, have weakened this theory by identifying examples of
both spiking and graded responses recorded from bipolar cells.
It can be beneficial to investigate what reasons, apart from noise removal,
exist for the digitalisation of signals in certain neural cells. Adams et al.’s (2010)
method for learning the structure of deep belief networks incorporates Frey’s
(1997) continuous sigmoidal belief network training algorithm, thereby acquiring the ability to infer whether a given hidden node of the network is discrete
or continuous. Also, Maul’s (2013) neural diversity machine provides a way to
learn a different activation function per node in a neural network through a type
of evolutionary optimisation. The outcome of such learning methods can pro-
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vide useful clues for deducing which stages of visual information processing can
benefit from digital or analogue computation and, thereby, the reasons behind
the existence of neurons with different types of signal encoding characteristics in
the retina and the brain.

3.5.7

Retinal Prostheses

The importance of computational models for improving the design of retinal
prostheses provides great motivation for research in retinal modelling. Dowling
(2008) and Kien et al. (2012a) give detailed descriptions of various prosthesis
design principles proposed in the literature.
Although to finalise the development of a retinal implant, access to clinical experimental equipment and test subjects is necessary, the theoretical foundations
of prosthesis design can benefit greatly from data-driven modelling of retinal information encoding mechanisms. An example of a prosthesis system (Nirenberg
and Pandarinath, 2012) benefiting from data-driven modelling of ganglion cell
functions was introduced in Section 3.4.4.1. Unlike the works of Eckmiller et al.
(2005), Hallum et al. (2004), Zaghloul and Boahen (2006), and Humayun et al.
(1996), my research investigates theoretical rather than engineering aspects of
retinal prosthesis design. As opposed to developing a carefully engineered system
based on well-established knowledge regarding some retinal circuits, in this thesis, primal focus is given to methods suitable for automatically learning retinal
functions and potentially discovering new information about the retina. While
this approach is more indirect, the discovery of new putative features of the
retina would inevitably prove highly useful for guiding retinal prosthesis design.
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Population Codes

It has become a central topic in neuroscience to examine and model populations
of neural cells (Schneidman et al., 2003; Stevenson et al., 2008), as opposed to
modelling only single cells. The same trend exists within retinal research (Field
et al., 2010; Pillow et al., 2008; Shlens et al., 2008), leading to the recognition
of synchronised firing patterns in certain retinal cell populations. For example,
synchronised firing has been observed by Pillow et al. (2008) within parasol
ganglion cell populations of the peripheral macaque retina. As a computational
model of ganglion cell firing, they propose a generalised linear model which takes
into account dependencies between neighbouring cells using coupling filters. This
model is shown to better fit the measured response patterns of the examined
retinal ganglion cell population than a model assuming independence, suggesting
correlations exist between the firing patterns of the cell population.
Such findings indicate that when designing a retinal model, it is important to
take into account the effects of synchronised firing among nearby neurons. Such
dependencies can be built into a data-driven model in the form of constraints
(similarly to the coupling filters used by Pillow et al., 2008). Alternatively, when
applying a structure learning algorithm, these dependencies could be discovered
automatically from data.

3.5.9

Neuronal Diversity

The presence of diversity within the neuronal responses to the same stimulus is
typical in the cortex, with response properties of even nearby cortical cells being
greatly varied (Chelaru and Dragoi, 2008; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Ringach et al.,
2002; Soltesz, 2006). Chelaru and Dragoi (2008) found this inhomogeneity results
in improved population codes.
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Diversity in neural wiring among individuals is also strongly pronounced,
which may have important evolutionary roles (Soltesz, 2006). Differences exist
between connection patterns in any two brains (Freund et al., 2013); however,
individuals still manage to process information in similar ways and execute the
same basic tasks. This indicates, on more abstract levels, the information encodings extracted in the two brains are analogous.
Most structure learning frameworks are highly suitable for representing such
differences in the connection patterns of individual neural networks. When evolutionary algorithms are used for structure learning, a whole population of networks
is learnt, where key differences exist among the networks. With Bayesian nonparametric structure learning approaches, model structure is usually optimised
through sampling, making it possible to assemble a diverse population of plausible models. Such methods result in a group of networks where the individual
connection patterns are likely to differ but the majority of the population is able
to solve the designated task. It is possible for the population to contain some
incapable networks; however, a good structure learning process should ensure
that the probability of retaining such networks is low.

3.5.10

Plasticity of the Brain

The brain is capable of displaying a great degree of plasticity, i.e. adaptation
in response to changes and faults in neuronal structures or in the type of input received by the sensory systems (Freund et al., 2013; Kolb and Whishaw,
1998; Pascual-Leone et al., 2005, 2011). A remarkable neuroplasticity has been
demonstrated by experiments with adult dichromatic monkeys (Mancuso et al.,
2009), where the monkeys acquired trichromatic colour vision after an L-cone
photopigment was added to their retinae.
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Also, the brain’s plasticity has key importance for current retinal prosthesis
designs. Signals produced by these prostheses cannot replicate the exact input
signals received by ganglion cells in an intact retina; however, the brain can
still learn to make sense of the new type of input, at least, to a certain degree
(Nirenberg and Pandarinath, 2012).
It is an engaging topic to study how this adaptability is ensured through the
use of existing neural pathways and possible rewiring. Data-driven methods can
model the effects of changing the normal type of sensory input, and structure
learning algorithms are highly suitable for modelling the potential rewiring executed by the brain. Such methods can be especially useful when data from
clinical experiments are available. Additionally, using data-driven and structure
learning methods, one can evaluate the suitability of different network structures
and training algorithms for the implementation of plasticity.

3.6

Summary

In summary, I propose to follow a data-driven approach towards modelling the
retina and biological visual information processing in general. I argue that datadriven methods suit the ultimate goal of identifying new features useful for visual recognition. Such informative features may also be computed by retinal
cells; therefore, this approach can facilitate the discovery of yet unknown retinal
functions. The proposed data-driven approach is highly suitable for investigating a large spectrum of the research questions described in this chapter, and the
following chapters will show examples of investigations.

4

Modelling the Retina with
Deep Networks

As described in Chapter 3, I advocate a novel data-driven approach towards
retinal modelling. This chapter evaluates my proposed retinal model, introduced
by Turcsany et al. (2014), which uses DBNs and discriminatively fine-tuned DNN
classifiers to learn early vision functionalities automatically. I will also introduce
a new dataset that simulates photoreceptor input, together with a task suitable
for supervised fine-tuning of the proposed retinal models.

4.1

Experiments

Chapter 3 discussed facts, open questions, and current theories regarding the
working of the retina. It has been emphasised, due to the high number, diverse
functions, and complex connection patterns of neurons, our factual knowledge
of the retinal network is incomplete and surrounded by a substantial level of
uncertainty. In such an environment, I propose to develop data-driven modelling
techniques and computational models which exhibit substantial fidelity to the
retina’s currently known neural structure, while also being flexible and highly
adaptable.
As seen in Chapter 2, recent research has demonstrated the capability of flexible, data-driven deep learning methods, such as DBNs and DNNs, for solving
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a variety of visual recognition tasks. Promising results have been obtained with
RBMs and DBNs in the context of modelling elements of biological vision. However, primary focus has been directed towards higher-level visual features and
later stages of visual processing found in the brain, e.g. certain V1 and V2 functionalities (Lee et al., 2008). So far, the great potential of DBNs has not been
explored for modelling lower-level processes in detail, such as those implemented
in the retina. Work described here addresses this issue and demonstrates how
the retina’s inherently multi-layered structure lends itself naturally to modelling
with deep networks.
My experiments are conducted using a newly constructed dataset and a corresponding detection task, which simulates an early vision functionality. Using
this input, DBNs are capable of learning feature detectors similar to retinal ganglion cells, and, after fine-tuning, the resulting DNNs achieve high accuracy on
the corresponding detection task. These experiments thereby demonstrate the
potential of deep networks for modelling the earliest stages of visual processing.

4.2

Modelling the Retina

Mammalian retinae contain 6 main cell types: rods, cones, horizontal cells, bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells, which are organised into consecutive
layers as illustrated in Figure 4.1(a) and in Figure 3.1 of Chapter 3.
Visual information processing starts in the layer of light-sensitive photoreceptors, which consist of rods and cones. Rods are essential for sensing light in
darker, low-light environments, whereas cones are mainly utilised during daylight and provide the first step towards the implementation of colour vision.
Retinal models described in this chapter focus on early-stage processing units
underpinning visual processing in the brain in daylight conditions, with primary
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Figure 4.1 Diagrams illustrating the structural resemblance of the retinal network
and a DBN. (a) Schematic of interacting cell types in the multi-layer retinal network.
(b) Diagram showing an example of the proposed retinal models: a 4-hidden-layer DBN
that provides a generative model of the input data. V denotes the visible and H1 –H4
the hidden layers. Blue arrows correspond to the generative model, while the upward
pointing red arrows indicate the direction of recognition (i.e. class label prediction).

emphasis on the pathway between cones and ganglion cells.
Neural computation units in the retina have been modelled at different abstraction levels, ranging from single neuron models to networks. My work focuses
on a higher level description of retinal circuits and the development of large-scale
network models. The primary goal of this study was to assess the capability of
DBN and DNN models to learn functionalities of retinal cells automatically from
data without resorting to hard-wired circuitries. Special attention was assigned
to learning models of top-layer units, corresponding to the inner plexiform layer
of the retina (see Figure 3.1(b) in Chapter 3), such as retinal ganglion cells.
The majority of ganglion cells and bipolar cells exhibit centre-surround receptive field organisation and either join onto the ON or the OFF pathway, which
are respectively responsible for detecting light objects on a dark background and
vice versa. Ganglion cells implement the highest level of information processing
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Figure 4.2 Examples of Gabor filters. Such functions are commonly used models of
V1 simple cell receptive fields.

in the retina. They detect specific visual features and transmit the extracted
information through the optic nerve and the LGN towards higher processing areas located in the visual cortex. Common ganglion cell feature detectors include
the ‘ON-centre’ and the ‘OFF-centre’ ganglion cells. The former receives excitatory signals when light appears in its receptive field centre and inhibitory signals
resulting from light in the surround, while the opposite is true for OFF-centre
ganglion cells. The receptive fields of these cells are most often modelled as
difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) filters (see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3).
Centre-surround organisation is also typical of most LGN cells (Piscopo et al.,
2013), while V1 simple cell receptive fields are commonly modelled using Gabor
functions (Lauritzen and Miller, 2003), shown in Figure 4.2.
The following sections will demonstrate that the proposed DBN- and DNNbased retinal models can learn feature detectors with centre-surround receptive
fields, similar to DoG filters, and also some Gabor-like features automatically
from data, thereby confirming the adequacy of deep learning algorithms for modelling the retina and early vision.

4.3

A Multi-layer Retinal Model

As discussed, the retina possesses a multi-layer structure, where each layer contains different cell types with specific functions. This distinctive structure can
best be captured through a model which exhibits a similar deep architecture and
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utilises multiple abstraction levels to encode visual features. This analogy in
structure can be observed in the schematic diagrams in Figure 4.1, where the
layered organisation of the retina is shown in Figure 4.1(a), while Figure 4.1(b)
illustrates a generative DBN model with 4 hidden layers (H1 –H4 ) trained on
simulated photoreceptor input data.
Deep learning methods, such as DBNs and DNNs, constitute a powerful
means for learning successive layers of representation from data, where features
on each consecutive layer are of increasing complexity. Such methods that can
automatically learn a hierarchy of distinctive features from data are highly suitable for constructing a data-driven retinal model, as proposed in Chapter 3.
Additionally, there exists some gaps in our understanding regarding the morphology and functionality of retinal cells and circuits. Probabilistic models, e.g.
DBNs and RBMs, can provide the required flexibility for modelling in the presence of uncertainty.
The following experiments investigate my proposed DBN- and DNN-based
models of early visual processing, which incorporate both the outer and inner
plexiform layers of the retina.
The primary goals of the following experiments and analysis are to:
(i) design a dataset, which simulates input received by a small area of the
retina;
(ii) on this dataset, set out a classification task that approximates a functionality of early visual processing circuits;
(iii) investigate the capability of unsupervised RBMs and DBNs to learn features similar to the ones detected in the retina and the brain during the
early stages of visual processing;
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(iv) analyse images produced automatically by these DBNs when used as generative models;
(v) evaluate the reconstruction performance of the proposed DBN models;
(vi) fine-tune DBNs in a supervised manner on the specified classification task
and compare the performance of the resulting DNN classifiers to ‘traditional’ DNNs (i.e. DNNs trained with backpropagation without pretraining); and thereby
(vii) evaluate the suitability of the proposed DNNs and DBNs for modelling the
retina and early vision in comparison with traditional models.

4.4

Simulated Photoreceptor Input Dataset

The retinal network implements the first stages of object recognition and visual
information processing in general by performing a variety of image enhancement (e.g. contrast adjustment) and feature extraction routines (e.g. local edge
detection). To test the suitability of DBNs and DNNs for learning retinal and
early vision functionalities, I have designed a simulated photoreceptor input (SPI)
dataset and task, which approximates the detection of light spots or ‘blobs’ in
visual input received by photoreceptors. The detection or localisation of blobs,
objects, and object parts in scenes constitutes an integral part of visual information processing both within the visual pathway and in computer vision systems.
Retinal ganglion cells which have centre-surround receptive fields are capable
of signalling the presence of a small light spot in their receptive field centre.
The specific response patterns in reaction to different coloured spots depend
on the type of the ganglion cell. For example, in an ON-centre ganglion cell,
the centre receives excitatory signals resulting from light, while the presence of
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light in the antagonistic surround causes inhibition. Consequently, maximum
excitation occurs when a light spot occupies the centre but not the surround,
while the opposite scenario, when light covers the surround but not the centre,
results in inhibition. Patterns in-between these extremal cases cause intermediate
responses (e.g. moving edges can cause excitations somewhat weaker than the
maximal excitatory response triggered by a light spot covering just the centre
or, similarly, a large spot covering both the centre and parts of the surround can
evoke weaker excitatory responses).
The SPI dataset was constructed with the aim of providing an easily controllable test-bed with large amounts of labelled data for evaluating methods on
a circular spot detection task. The dataset contains circular spots of various
colours and sizes superimposed on a different coloured, uniform background. To
approximate different wavelength light input and obtain a challenging, varied
dataset, images with multiple background colours are included, showing circular
spots which can overlap each other and thereby build up complex arrangements
and shapes.
In this simulated environment, there is no limit on the amount of data that
can be generated, and classification labels for the detection of circular spots (or
blobs) are readily available.
Similar input data, such as movies with flashing light spots of various sizes
or moving greyscale spots, have been used in experimental studies, e.g., for measuring LGN neural responses in vivo (Piscopo et al., 2013). In our case, circular
spots of different sizes and colours on a uniform background simulate the input
reaching a small area of the retina, and automatically generated classification
labels model responses of early visual processing neurons. Although greyscale
image datasets are popular in image processing, computer vision, and machine
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learning, experiments presented in this chapter use RGB images in order to keep
stronger similarity to the photoreceptor input of trichromats.
The SPI dataset contains both video data and an image dataset assembled
using the videos.

4.4.1

Video Dataset

First, a video dataset of simulated photoreceptor input was obtained by generating several videos consisting of moving circular spots in front of a background.
Each video had a different background colour, which was unchanged throughout
the video. Multiple groups of videos were produced exhibiting different statistics
with respect to the average size and speed of the circles and the expected number
of circles per frame.
This video dataset is intended for learning models of retinal circuits dedicated
to the detection of motion-related features, such as circuits for differential motion
detection (Ölveczky et al., 2003) or for the prediction of motion direction (Hosoya
et al., 2005).

4.4.2

Image Dataset and Classification Task

Experiments presented in this chapter focus on learning the spatial receptive
field structure of retinal cells automatically from suitable input data. To obtain
this input, a ‘static’ image dataset was generated by extracting reduced-size
subwindows from randomly sampled snapshots taken from a group of videos.
The size of subwindows is similar to the diameter of the largest circles in the
dataset. This image dataset was compiled in order to simulate input reaching a
small area of the retina, approximately corresponding to the receptive field of a
ganglion cell.
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Some of the subwindows were chosen to be centred around a circular spot,
while the rest did not have a circle positioned in the exact centre of the subwindow. This way, the resulting image data, consisting of the subwindows, can
be categorised into two distinct classes. The classification task is thereby given
as predicting whether the given image contains a circle centred in the middle,
which defines a circle (or blob) detection task1 .
This task mimics how ganglion cells are capable of signalling when contrasting
light patterns reach the centre and surround of their receptive fields. We will
see, in order to solve this task, DBNs develop feature detectors similar to those
implemented in the earliest stages of visual processing, including analogues of
retinal ganglion cells with centre-surround receptive fields.

4.4.3

Training and Test Set

To generate the image dataset, a number of videos were randomly assigned to
either the training or the test set. Example frames taken from the training and
test set videos are shown in Figure 4.3(a) and (b), respectively, while Figure A.1
in Appendix A contains example frames from all the training and test set videos
used in the experiments.
The training set of images was created from 10 000 subwindows sampled in
equal numbers from 20 training videos, while the test set contains 5000 subwindows extracted from 10 test videos. The 20 background colours present in the
training set and the 10 background colours of the test set are different in order to ensure substantial dissimilarity between training and test examples. The
extracted subwindows were 64×64(×3) RGB images, resulting in an input data
dimension of 12 288.
1

In a different terminology, this task is called circle localisation.
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(a) Training video frames

(b) Test video frames

Figure 4.3 Example frames of the (a) training and (b) test videos, from which subwindows were extracted in order to generate (a) the training and (b) the test set of
images. The snapshots show circles of different sizes and colours against a uniform
background. Note the presence of overlapping circles. The sets of background colours
used in the training and the test videos are mutually exclusive.
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(a) Training set positives

(b) Training set negatives

(c) Test set positives

(d) Test set negatives

Figure 4.4 Examples of subwindows from the (a)–(b) training and (c)–(d) test set,
representing the (a) and (c) positive and (b) and (d) negative classes of the circle
detection task. As opposed to negative class images, examples of the positive class
have a circle positioned in the exact centre of the image. Images can contain circles
that overlap and ones that have highly similar colour to the background.

Examples of the positive class, which contains images with a circle positioned
in the exact centre, are shown in Figures 4.4(a) and (c) for the training and
test set, respectively, while negative class examples (i.e. images without a centre
circle) of the training and test set are shown in Figures 4.4(b) and (d). Additional
positive and negative class examples of the test set can be seen in Figure A.2 in
Appendix A and in the first rows of Figures 4.9(a) and (b).

4.4.4

Advantages of Simulated Data

Experiments in this chapter utilise synthetic data and automatically generated
labels to learn a model of the retina and early vision. As a different approach,
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electrophysiological data can also be used for retinal modelling: see, e.g., Nirenberg and Pandarinath’s (2012) method discussed in Section 3.4.4.1 of Chapter 3.
Yet a different alternative is explored in Chapter 6, which presents my proposed
hierarchical LRF-DNN model of visual information processing trained on images
of faces taken with heterogeneous camera settings.
As opposed to camera-generated natural images or electrophysiological data
from animal experiments, the simulated photoreceptor input and the corresponding class labels can be obtained in unlimited quantity with no cost and provide
the advantage of having good control over the quality of the data.
The SPI data and task provides an easy-to-control simulated environment for
comparing methods on a circle detection task, which approximates the detection
of different coloured spots in retinal input received by photoreceptors. Consequently, the primary goal of the following experiments is to show that even when
using a simulated environment during training, deep networks can learn feature
detectors similar to those implemented by retinal ganglion cells and can execute
key early visual processing tasks.
An alternative type of input could be constructed from natural images; however, in this case labels would not be readily available. Another advantage of
utilising synthetic datasets is having better control over the data quality. If natural images were used, one would have to ensure that the recording conditions
of the footage make it adequate for modelling retinal input. This is far from
straightforward, as the kinds of noise and artefacts typically present in natural
images are not necessary the same as those a retina has to deal with.
During the training of deep learning methods, particularly ConvNets, synthetic data are often used for complementing or replacing other data sources
(see, e.g., Dosovitskiy et al., 2015; Rozantsev et al., 2015; Su et al., 2015). Deep
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learning methods have been found to make great use of synthetic data and stateof-the-art computer vision systems routinely apply such datasets and data augmentation in the form of automatically generated or transformed images.
Most importantly, however, a key advantage of deep learning, especially unsupervised methods, is the ease of transferring the training algorithm to other types
of data. As the features are learnt directly from input, the proposed models can
be adapted in a straightforward manner with the aim of learning retinal features
from suitable camera-generated images (e.g. patches of high resolution natural
images) or even from substantially different types of data, such as recordings
from clinical experiments.

4.5

Methods

As outlined in the previous sections, I propose to use DBNs and DNNs (pretrained as DBNs) for modelling the earliest stages of visual processing and test
the performance of these models on a circular spot detection task using the SPI
dataset.
Although DBNs with binary visible nodes are quicker to train and finding
suitable learning parameters for them is easier, when the data are continuous
valued, in most cases, binary visible nodes are inadequate and DBNs with Gaussian visible nodes can provide better models. As the SPI dataset is continuous
valued, my proposed models use Gaussian visible nodes and the hidden nodes
are binary.
In the following experiments, unsupervised DBN and classifier DNN models
were trained as described in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, respectively, according to the method of Hinton et al. (2006). RBMs were used to
pretrain each consecutive layer of the networks, and classifier DNNs were sub-
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sequently fine-tuned in a supervised manner on the circle detection task, a two
class classification problem, using backpropagation. For a diagram illustrating a
DBN generative model trained on SPI, see Figure 4.1(b).

4.6

Experimental Set-Up

The following sections summarise the details of training the proposed early vision
models as well as the quantitative and qualitative evaluation measures used.

4.6.1

Training Protocol

Experiments were conducted on the ‘static’ image dataset of SPI, which contains
subwindows extracted from the video dataset. Tests were conducted to evaluate a number of different DBN and DNN parameter choices, including different
settings for the number of training iterations and the learning rate. From the
trained models, the top performing ones were selected for discussion here. Settings used for training parameters which are not detailed below are the same as
those provided by (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a,b).
DBN architectures with hidden node numbers of 100, 500, and 2000 were
examined, and the network depth ranged between 1 to 5 hidden layers. The
number of visible nodes on the first layer was given by the dimension of the
input data, namely 12 288.

Pretraining DBNs were first trained unsupervised in a layer-by-layer manner
using RBMs, in order to extract key features from the image data. RBMs were
trained with CD1 on mini-batches of size 100 for 10 000 iterations using the whole
of the training set in each iteration. Training was conducted with a learning
rate of 0.005 on the first hidden layer and 0.1 on consecutive layers. An initial
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momentum of 0.5 was used for 5 epoch, which was then changed to 0.9. On the
first layer of each DBN, an RBM with Gaussian visible nodes and binary hidden
nodes was used for pretraining, while on consecutive layers, RBMs with binary
visible and hidden nodes were used.

Fine-Tuning The features learnt by each DBN were subsequently fine-tuned
during the supervised training phase in order to classify images into two classes
based on the presence of a centre circle. For this, first an output layer was added
to enable class label predictions; then, the multi-layer network was fine-tuned
using 200 iterations of backpropagation, minimising the cross-entropy error (as
described in Section 2.4.2 in Chapter 2).

4.6.2

Evaluation Protocol

The following sections provide qualitative and quantitative analyses of the proposed DBN- and DNN-based retinal models. The DBN models are evaluated by
visualising the feature hierarchy learnt by the multi-layer network and examining how the generative model can produce new input data as well as how it can
encode and reconstruct test examples. The performance of fine-tuned classifier
DNNs is measured by calculating the precision, recall, and F-measure scores on
the classification task described above.

4.6.2.1

Learnt Features

When a deep network is trained on image data, visualising features learnt on
the first hidden layer is straightforward as the in-going weights of a hidden node
can be written in the form of the original input image data. Features present on
consecutive layers of a deep network can be visualised by an approximate method
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described in Section 2.6 in Chapter 2 using linear combinations of features on
the previous layer to compose the visualisation of a higher-layer feature.
Using these methods, visualisations of randomly sampled features will be
shown for each layer of a DBN trained unsupervised on the SPI dataset. The process of obtaining visualisations for higher-layer features through composition of
previous-layer features will also be demonstrated. To this end, randomly selected
features from a higher layer will be displayed together with those lower-layer features that have the strongest connection in magnitude to the given higher-layer
feature. Feature compositions on the output layer of a fine-tuned classifier DNN
will be examined in order to determine which features are the most important
for predicting class labels.
It is important to emphasise, due to the non-linearities on each hidden layer,
the feature visualisation technique used on higher layers can only provide an
approximation of the implemented function. Consequently, the visualisations
shown in Section 4.7.1 cannot fully communicate the complex functionalities of
non-linear features at the top layers.

4.6.2.2

Generative Model

DBNs trained in an unsupervised manner using RBMs provide a multi-layer
generative model of the input data. Newly constructed input can be obtained
by first running alternating Gibbs sampling between the top two layers of the
network for a large number of steps. Subsequently, a down pass is performed
through the network layers using the generative weights to calculate probabilities,
according to Equation (2.6) on higher layers and Equation (2.10) on the bottom
(visible) layer.
Alternatively, generation can be started from an initialisation of the network
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activations obtained by feeding in an input image from the dataset, where hidden
node activations are calculated using Equation (2.9) on the first hidden layer
and Equation (2.5) on consecutive layers. This is followed by alternating Gibbs
sampling between the top two layers—with, in some cases, added noise (see, e.g.,
Taylor et al., 2006)—to gradually diverge from the example image.
In Section 4.7.2, we will examine examples of new input images generated by
a DBN model trained on the SPI dataset.

4.6.2.3

Reconstruction

As a further means of analysis, the ability of unsupervised DBNs to encode and
reconstruct previously unseen images will be evaluated qualitatively by examining the reconstruction of positive and negative class examples randomly selected
from the test set.
A reduced-dimensional encoding of an input image can be obtained in the top
layer by first initialising the visible node activations using the input, then calculating activations with a bottom-up pass through the network layers. From such
an encoding, a reconstruction can be obtained in the visible layer by calculating
top-down activations through the network.

4.6.2.4

Classification

DNN classifiers, fine-tuned on the circle detection task in a supervised manner
using backpropagation, will be evaluated based on the accuracy of classification
on the unseen test set. The change in classification performance during the
epochs (or iterations) of backpropagation is measured by calculating the precision
(P ), recall (C), and F-measure (F ) scores on the test set. Let tp denote the
number of true positives, f p false positives, tn true negatives, and f n false
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negatives, then the precision is defined as:

P =

tp
,
tp + f p

(4.1)

C=

tp
,
tp + f n

(4.2)

F =

2P C
.
P +C

(4.3)

the recall is:

and the F-measure is given by:

The precision provides the fraction of true positives out of all positive class
predictions made by the classifier. The recall gives the fraction of positive class
examples the classifier is able to retrieve. Finally, the F-measure is defined
as the harmonic mean of the precision and recall values and provides a single
measurement of the detection system’s performance (with 1 constituting the best
achievable score).

4.7

Results

Experiments presented in this chapter investigate the capability of DBNs and
DNNs to discover features similar to retinal feature detectors and to learn retinal
functions without resorting to hard-wired circuits. For this analysis, visualising
feature detectors learnt by the deep network models and evaluating classification
performance on the circle detection task are equally important.
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(a) First hidden layer

(b) Second hidden layer

(c) Third hidden layer

(d) Fourth hidden layer

(e) Fifth hidden layer

Figure 4.5 Random samples of features learnt on consecutive layers during the unsupervised pretraining phase in a DBN with 5 hidden layers (500 nodes per hidden
layer). Features on higher layers are visualised by linear combinations of previous-layer
features. The learnt features contain a number of DoG detectors, Gabor-like filters,
and Gaussian derivatives.

4.7.1

Learnt Features

Figure 4.5 shows random samples of features learnt unsupervised by RBMs on
consecutive layers of a DBN, which had 5 hidden layers with 500 nodes on each
hidden layer. These feature visualisations reveal the success of the network in
learning a variety of functions typical of early visual processing units within
the retina, LGN, and the visual cortex. For example, DoG filters—common
models of retinal ganglion cells and LGN cells (see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3)—
and Gabor filters (see Figure 4.2), which approximate V1 simple cell receptive
fields, have their analogues within the learnt features (both monochrome and
colour variants).
Fine-tuning uses backpropagation and therefore commits only minor changes
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(a) Second and first hidden layers
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(b) Third and second hidden layers

Figure 4.6 Visualisations show how (a) second- and (b) third-layer features in a DNN
are composed of (a) first- and (b) second-layer features, respectively. The first column
contains higher-layer features and consecutive images in each row show the strongest
connected features from the previous layer together with their weights. Note RBMs on
each layer often group features with similar appearance to form a higher-level feature.
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Figure 4.7 Visualisation of the output layer and its connections to the highest, thirdlayer features in a DNN classifier. The first image in each row shows an output layer
node, with the top row corresponding to the positive class (images with circle centred
in the middle) and the bottom row to the negative class. The consecutive images in
each row visualise features from the previous layer that have the strongest connections
to the given output node (weight shown above). The displayed features contribute
strongly to the classifier’s predictions. Note the dominance of various DoG filters and
examples of Gabor-like filters.

to the weights in lower layers. Instead of making major alterations to feature
detectors learnt during the unsupervised phase, the primary goal of fine-tuning
is to optimise the weights of the output layer and thereby provide a way of
combining high-level features to make classification predictions.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show features after the fine-tuning stage in a DNN with
3 hidden layers, each containing 500 nodes. In each plot, the first column shows
features randomly chosen from a higher layer, while in the consecutive columns,
those features from the previous layer are displayed which have the strongest
connections to the corresponding higher-level feature. The connection weight
can be seen above each feature.
Consistent with the previous plot, the majority of feature detectors shown in
Figure 4.6 exhibit similarity to retinal ganglion cells (and LGN cells) with easily
recognisable centre-surround receptive fields, while the rest contains examples of
Gaussian derivatives and detectors similar to Gabor filters.
Figure 4.7 shows those feature detectors from the highest hidden layer which
possess the strongest connections to output nodes. As this ensemble consists of
well-defined DoG and Gabor-like features, we can conclude the network assigns
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highest importance to these types of detectors in making classification predictions.
Results thereby demonstrate that, on the SPI dataset and the classification
task of circle detection, the network can successfully learn feature detectors which
mimic functionalities implemented in the early visual system. It is important to
note an algorithm would not necessarily have to apply DoG filters in order to
solve this classification task, as circles can be detected using different types of
features. The fact that the deep networks trained here have learnt DoG filters
to execute this task is therefore an important discovery.
Although the resulting networks implement similar functionalities to retinal
ganglion cells, the underlying mechanisms, such as the network structure, may
exhibit differences. This is because specific connections between retinal cells are
not hard-coded into the algorithm but, instead, learnt in a primarily unsupervised
fashion.
Chapters 5 and 6 will explore how the compositional behaviour of a deep
network, whereby higher-level features have a more complex structure than lowerlevel ones, can be improved using a novel adaptation of the training method and
architectural constraints.

4.7.2

Generative Model

The generative capabilities of a DBN trained on SPI are analysed in Figure 4.8,
which shows samples of new data generated automatically by the DBN after
the unsupervised layer-wise pretraining phase. The network contained 5 hidden
layers with 500 nodes per hidden layer.
These network ‘fantasies’ consist of images with different background colours
typically showing one or two circles which can overlap. Both positive and nega-
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Figure 4.8 New instances of data produced by a DBN generative model trained on
SPI images.

tive class examples are represented among the generated data, since some of the
images contain a circle positioned in the centre while others do not.

4.7.3

Reconstruction

An evaluation of the dimensionality reduction performance of a DBN trained on
SPI is provided in Figure 4.9. To this end, randomly selected examples of the test
set are displayed in the first row of each plot followed by their reconstructions in
the consecutive row. Figure 4.9 (a) shows positive and (b) negative class images.
Reconstructions were generated by a 5-hidden-layer DBN with 500 nodes
on each hidden layer after the unsupervised layer-wise pretraining phase. This
means features of the input images were encoded with a 500-length code in the
top layer, from which reconstructions were calculated by a top-down pass. It
is important to emphasise these results were obtained without specifically finetuning the model for the optimisation of reconstruction performance.
As can be seen from the reconstructed images, the examined DBN model
learnt to encode the input data with a limited number of nodes in such a way
that key features of even previously unseen test examples are retained in the
reconstructions.
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(a) Positive class reconstructions

(b) Negative class reconstructions

Figure 4.9 Randomly selected examples of the test set are displayed in the top row
of each plot, and their reconstructions generated by a DBN with 5 hidden layers is
shown in the consecutive rows. Key features of images are retained, even though
reconstructions were calculated from a limited-length (500) code. Reconstructions of
positive (i.e. images with circle centred in the middle) and negative class examples (i.e.
images without a circle centred in the middle) are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.

4.7.4

Classification

The precision, recall, and F-measure values achieved on the test set by DNNs
with different numbers of hidden layers are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
For comparison, results obtained by single-hidden-layer neural networks trained
either with or without the use of pretraining are also displayed. The performance
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(b) Recall

Figure 4.10 Precision and recall. The change in (a) precision and (b) recall during
the backpropagation epochs is shown on the unseen test set. Networks contained
between 1–4 hidden layers, and each hidden layer had 500 hidden nodes, except for
the last network containing 2000 nodes on a single hidden layer. Hidden node counts
of network layers are shown in the graphs. In the first four cases, the networks were
pretrained using RBMs before the start of backpropagation, as opposed to the last
two cases (500 and 2000 BP only), where backpropagation alone was used for training.
Pretrained DNNs significantly outperform single-hidden-layer networks.
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Figure 4.11 F-measure. The change in F-measure score during the backpropagation
epochs is shown on the unseen test set. Networks contained between 1–4 hidden layers,
and each hidden layer had 500 hidden nodes, except for the last network containing
2000 hidden nodes on a single hidden layer. In the first four cases, the networks
had been pretrained using RBMs before the start of backpropagation, as opposed to
the last two cases (500 and 2000 BP only), where only backpropagation was used for
training. The F-measure provides a single value measurement of performance and
confirms that pretrained DNNs outperform shallow networks, with the 4-hidden-layer
DNN achieving the best scores.

measures are shown as a function of the number of backpropagation epochs.
As can be seen, the two networks trained using backpropagation without
pretraining perform poorly compared to any one of the pretrained networks.
Also, the features learnt by networks without pretraining were noisy and much
less distinctive. Example features are shown in Figure 4.12 (the rest are similar
in nature). Consequently, this analysis has confirmed unsupervised layer-wise
pretraining of neural networks can significantly improve classification results.
Furthermore, the classification experiments also contrasted the performance
of single-hidden-layer neural networks with DNNs containing 2–4 hidden layers.
As expected, superior results were obtained by multi-layered networks compared
to shallow networks, with the 4-hidden-layer DNN showing the best overall per-
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Figure 4.12 Example features of a neural network, containing a single hidden layer
with 500 hidden nodes, are visualised. The network was trained with backpropagation
for 200 iterations on the SPI dataset without pretraining. The features with the highest
L2 norms are shown. Note that these features are noisy and less distinctive compared
to the previously shown DBN and DNN features obtained with the use of pretraining.

formance and achieving the highest F-measure scores.
It has been shown, if certain conditions are met, additional hidden layers
improve a DBN generative model (Hinton et al., 2006). The strength of utilising
multi-layered generative models to pretrain DNNs is revealed when examining the
graphs in Figures 4.10 and 4.11: deep networks with at least 2 hidden layers can
achieve high precision and recall after only a few backpropagation epochs. This
shows the unsupervised pretraining phase initialises the weights of the network to
a favourable range and therefore fewer epochs of backpropagation are sufficient
to guarantee good classification performance.

4.8

Summary

In accordance with the flexible probabilistic and data-driven approaches outlined
in Chapter 3, this chapter introduced novel DBN- and DNN-based models of the
retina and early vision. These deep learning models do not rely on hard-wired
circuitries to model the retinal network or the visual cortex; instead, learning of
retinal and V1 functionalities is driven by data. Furthermore, as we have seen,
a remarkable structural resemblance exists between the inherently multi-layered
retinal network and deep network models.
A new simulated photoreceptor input dataset and task have been constructed
in order to provide an easy-to-control environment for the modelling of early
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vision functionalities. On this dataset, first unsupervised DBNs were trained
and their generative and reconstruction capacities were analysed. Subsequently,
supervised DNN models were evaluated with respect to their classification performance on a circle detection task inspired by early visual processing functions.
Analysis revealed multi-layer models achieved superior classification results compared to shallow models, pretraining of networks was important for ensuring
great performance, and the DNN containing the highest number of hidden layers
produced the overall best results.
We have also examined features learnt automatically by the networks from
simulated photoreceptor input in a primarily unsupervised fashion, with additional supervised fine-tuning. The models have successfully learnt a variety of
feature detectors resembling DoG filters and also a number of Gabor-like filters.
In the literature, DoG filters are the most commonly used models of retinal ganglion and LGN cells with centre-surround receptive fields. While Gabor functions
are well-known models of V1 simple cell receptive fields.
The quantitative and qualitative analyses have thereby confirmed DBNs and
DNNs do not only bear structural similarly to the retinal network but are capable of learning functionality of retinal, LGN, and V1 neural structures. Consequently, such methods are highly suitable for modelling early stages of visual
processing.
Chapter 5 will introduce my proposed extensions of these models: the local
receptive field constrained DBN and DNN. These models show improved compositional behaviour, whereby higher-level features have more complex structures
and larger scopes than lower-level ones, and implement a mechanism for learning
advantageous network structure from data.

5

Learning Local Receptive
Fields in Deep Networks

This chapter introduces a new biologically inspired RBM model and training algorithm, the LRF-RBM. This unsupervised method is capable of simultaneously
learning local features and an advantageous non-uniform feature detector placement. Furthermore, by utilising LRF-RBMs, novel deep network architectures
are developed (LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs), which more closely resemble neural structures involved in visual information processing compared to traditional
models. The LRF-RBM and the deep learning models described in this chapter
have first been proposed and evaluated by Turcsany and Bargiela (2014) and
Turcsany et al. (2016).

5.1

Motivation

As seen in Chapters 2 and 4, deep learning methods, such as DBNs and DNNs, are
powerful tools for learning a hierarchy of feature detectors and thereby providing
improved models of the input data. Deep learning systems have achieved state-ofthe-art results on a number of challenging tasks, which underlines the importance
of developing such flexible models.
Taking inspiration from neural information processing has proven highly beneficial for boosting the performance of machine learning methods. For example,
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the very concept of deep learning has been inspired by the multi-layer organisation of the cortex.1
While the focus of deep learning research has not been the exact replication
of neural connectivity patterns in the brain, DBNs have been shown suitable for
modelling visual information processing systems on a more abstract level (Lee
et al., 2008; Turcsany et al., 2014). Developing deep architectures that show
greater similarity to biological neural networks, while retaining their flexibility
and efficacy on visual tasks, is a crucial step towards improved computational
modelling of information processing units within the visual pathway.
Consequently, increasing the fidelity of representations learnt by DBNs and
DNNs to encodings extracted by visual processing neurons could provide benefits
for numerous areas of visual information processing research, including both
biological vision modelling and computer vision. My proposed models presented
in this chapter increase the structural similarity of deep network models to neural
networks of the visual pathway, which, I argue, represents a key step towards
this goal.

Receptive Fields Visual neurons in consecutive processing layers typically only
receive information from neurons in a local area of restricted size within the
previous layer. The receptive field (Sherrington, 1906) of a neuron refers to
the area of visual space within which a stimulus can result in a neural response.
Receptive fields are highly local in the case of retinal cells, and receptive field size
gradually increases from local to more global through different areas of the visual
cortex. A key goal of my research was the extension of deep neural networks with
local receptive fields in a way that the training process, the final architecture, and
1
For a more detailed description of similarities between deep learning algorithms and information processing in the brain, refer to Section 2.2 in Chapter 2.
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the encoding process, by which representations are calculated, closely resemble
biological neural networks of the visual pathway.

5.2

The Proposed Methods

My proposed deep learning models and training methods implement local receptive fields within deep belief and deep neural network architectures. These
methods have been described by (Turcsany and Bargiela, 2014) and (Turcsany
et al., 2016).

LRF-RBM Turcsany and Bargiela (2014) introduced a new type of restricted
Boltzmann machine2 (RBM) model, the local receptive field constrained RBM
(LRF-RBM), together with a suitable training algorithm. The LRF-RBM training procedure allows for seamless integration of local receptive field constraints
into RBMs. Also proposed is a method for concurrently finding advantageous
receptive field placement while training the LRF-RBM. This enables the network
to utilise a non-uniform distribution of feature detectors over the visual space.

LRF-DBN & LRF-DNN In a subsequent work, Turcsany et al. (2016) described
how deep network models can be constructed by stacking LRF-RBMs and proposed the local receptive field constrained deep belief network (LRF-DBN) and
local receptive field constrained deep neural network (LRF-DNN) models. The
training method makes use of the DBN training principles (Hinton et al., 2006)
described in Chapter 2, i.e. greedy layer-by-layer pretraining, followed by finetuning; however, RBMs are replaced with LRF-RBMs. By utilising LRF-RBMs
during pretraining, the proposed method results in a deep network which more
2

For an introduction to RBMs, see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2
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closely resembles biological processing and provides an improved encoding of
image features.

5.2.1

Contributions

The rest of this chapter summarises related work and provides a detailed description of my proposed novel methods and contributions, which include:
(i) an adaptation of contrastive divergence learning (CD) (Hinton, 2002) that
introduces local receptive field constraints for hidden nodes of RBMs,
thereby enabling the training of LRF-RBMs;
(ii) a method for automatically identifying locations of high importance within
the visual input space during LRF-RBM training, and utilising these locations as receptive field centres to obtain a compact, yet powerful, encoding
of visual features;
(iii) showing that, by using LRF-RBMs with gradually larger Gaussian receptive field constraints for pretraining each consecutive DBN layer, a biologically inspired local receptive field constrained DBN can be constructed,
where consecutive layers detect features of increasing size and complexity;
(iv) demonstrating the superior performance of this LRF-DBN generative model
compared to DBNs on face completion, a task inspired by processing capabilities of higher areas in the visual cortex (Chen et al., 2010);
(v) furthermore, showing that supervised fine-tuning can be implemented for
LRF-DBNs analogously to DBNs, and the resulting LRF-DNNs outperform
traditional DNNs (fine-tuned DBNs) on dimensionality reduction of face
images.
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I have chosen biologically inspired Gaussian receptive field constraints to
encourage the learning of local features. These constraints are implemented in
the forms of Gaussian masks over the network weights, when the weights are
written in the shape of the input image data. Training is conducted in such a
way that the learnt features will not be restricted to have Gaussian shape; rather,
the Gaussian constraints encourage the growth of localised features as opposed
to global ones.

5.3

Related Work

The following sections introduce related methods and at the same time highlight
some important distinguishing properties of LRF-RBMs and LRF-DNNs.

5.3.1

Convolutional Networks

Local receptive fields have been modelled in deep learning through convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) proposed by LeCun et al. (1998). Since then,
ConvNets have been widely applied within machine learning and computer vision
(see, e.g., Cireşan et al., 2011b; Huang et al., 2012; Kavukcuoglu et al., 2010;
Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2009a; Pfister et al., 2014).
Although the architecture of ConvNets was inspired by the organisation of
the visual cortex, the prime objective has not been the modelling of biological
visual processing. The main emphasis has been on improving the efficiency of
learning in multi-layer networks on visual tasks through the use of convolution,
thereby scaling up deep learning algorithms to high-dimensional problems.
In contrast with ConvNets, having fixed network architecture and handcrafted feature detector organisation, my proposed adaptive network model supports the exploration of problem-specific feature detector placement. The layout
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of local receptive fields and the connection patterns are learnt automatically from
data, making it possible to exploit particularities of the task at hand.

5.3.1.1

Weight-Sharing

In ConvNets weights between visible and hidden layers are the same across all image locations, making the feature detection translation invariant. When weights
are shared, the same feature detectors operate on each part of the image within
a layer and the training procedure can therefore utilise convolution operations.
Translation invariant feature detection sometimes simplifies the learning task;
however, spurious detections can often arise, and in some visual recognition tasks,
translation invariance may not be advantageous. In many cases, image or video
data have strong priors on the location of certain feature types within the visual
space. For example, images of landmarks tend to capture sky in the top area;
in portraits, eyes are located above the mouth; also, videos are often taken by
a fixed camera (e.g. surveillance videos) and contain a large portion of static
background in the peripheral areas. In such cases, keeping the feature detection
translation invariant throws away important information particular to the given
dataset and task. This can be detrimental to performance due to the possibility
of false detections arising. For example, when face recognition is conducted on
aligned images, the mouth always appears in the same area; therefore, a positive
detection of a mouth elsewhere will be false.
In contrast, the proposed LRF-RBM model does not use weight-sharing and
it is, therefore, capable of learning the most relevant feature detectors at any one
image location. In this model, hidden nodes can only receive input from visible
nodes which fall within their local receptive field, the shape of which is controlled
by a Gaussian constraint.
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Feature Detector Placement

Some deep architectures have been proposed in previous work where local receptive fields are used without weight-sharing; however, these systems typically
apply a fixed grid layout for their rectangular receptive fields (Le et al., 2012;
Ranzato et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2013). Coates and Ng (2011) propose a method
to select receptive fields for higher-layer nodes by grouping together similar features from the previous layer, which can be useful in the case of non-image data.
In contrast with these methods, the location of hidden node receptive fields in
an LRF-RBM are learnt concurrently with learning the features themselves. Hidden nodes of an LRF-RBM move around the visual space during training to find
the best location for their Gaussian receptive field centre. The LRF-DBN training procedure thereby leads to the construction of a deep architecture where the
spatial distribution of feature detectors is non-uniform. Also, instead of resorting to a hard-wired feature detector placement, on each layer, an advantageous
placement is learnt automatically from data.

5.3.2.1

Feature Hubs

It is often the case for visual data that some image regions express higher variability within the input with multiple distinctive features being present, while
other areas are quasi-uniform, therefore, less interesting. By letting the detectors move to locations of interest, dense feature detector coverage can emerge in
image regions where the training data have high variation, while more uniform
areas will attract fewer detectors. We will call the areas densely covered with
feature detectors ‘feature hubs’.
When following this method of training, the structure of the network keeps
morphing throughout the training procedure. This self-adaptation results in
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Figure 5.1 LRF-RBM training on face images. LRF-RBM model schematic, showing
an input image in the visible layer V and local feature detector receptive fields (blue
cones) in the hidden layer H. Feature hubs are located around the eyes and mouth.

a network architecture which is capable of extracting compact representations
of visual information, enables very quick query time, and by combining local
features as building blocks, the network is strong at reconstructing previously
unseen images.
A diagram illustrating the learning of local receptive field locations on face
images is shown in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, receptive field distributions in LRFRBMs after training are provided in Figure 6.1(b) of Chapter 6 and examples
of automatically learnt local features in Figure 6.1(c). Figure 6.5 analyses the
result of LRF-RBM training on handwritten digit data by showing the spatial
distributions of the most distinctive features per digit class.
It is important to note that a non-uniform distribution of feature detectors is
also utilised in biological neural networks. As seen in Chapter 3, the structural
organisation of the retinal network shows a distinct difference between the centre
and the periphery of the visual space. Density of ganglion cells is highest in
the centre (fovea), and these midget ganglion cells have very small receptive
fields. On the other hand, the periphery contains ganglion cells which connect
to a number of bipolar cells and therefore receive input from larger receptive
fields (Kolb, 2003; Masland, 2012; Wässle, 2004). This non-uniform organisation
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provides high resolution vision in the centre and much lower resolution in the
periphery.

5.4

Local Receptive Field Constrained RBMs

Section 2.3 in Chapter 2 provided a description of the RBM model and the
CD algorithm, an approximate but highly efficient training method for RBMs.
Assuming familiarity with these methods, in the following sections I introduce my
LRF-RBM model—a new version of RBMs—together with my proposed training
algorithm, which can automatically identify advantageous receptive field centres
while learning local feature detectors.

5.4.1

Training with Local Receptive Fields

A visual information processing neuron in early stages of the visual pathway
typically only receives input from neurons emplaced within a highly local area
of the previous processing layer. The area of the photoreceptor layer in which a
stimulus can result in a neural response constitutes the receptive field of a visual
processing neuron. Moving up the layers, the receptive fields of neurons become
gradually larger and their structures show increasing complexity. For example,
as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the receptive field structure of retinal ganglion
cells can be modelled closely by difference-of-Gaussians, while receptive fields of
V1 simple cells by Gabor filters.

5.4.1.1

Receptive Field Masks

In LRF-RBMs, receptive field constraints are applied to hidden nodes in order
to outline the spatial area from which the hidden node is most likely to receive
input. These constraints are given in the forms of receptive field masks (denoted
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Figure 5.2 Diagram illustrating how the receptive field mask of hidden node hj is
applied in an LRF-RBM. An input image is shown in the visible layer V , the weight
vector wj of hj is displayed in the shape of the input image, and r j denotes the
Gaussian receptive field mask of hj . Receptive field mask r j provides an additional
weighting on top of wj . Darker areas in the mask contain near-zero elements, while
transparent areas indicate values closer to one.

by R) that operate on the RBM weights W . Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of
a receptive field mask when written in the shape of the input images.
Each mask has a centre location which corresponds to a hidden node’s location in visual space. An element of the mask describes the likelihood of a
connection being present between the underlying visible node and the hidden
node, given the distance between the two nodes. The likelihood of a connection
converges to 0 as the distance goes to infinity, which means visible nodes further
away are less likely to have a connection to the given hidden node.
R = [r 1 , . . . , r m ] ∈ [0, 1]n×m , which denotes the collection of receptive field
masks of all the hidden nodes, is of the same dimension as W , with rij being the
receptive field constraint on the connection between visible node vi and hidden
node hj .
The elements of R represent the likelihood of a given connection being present,
implying the viability of a training method which samples connections in each
training step. However, learning in this way would be prohibitive on a complex
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task. Instead, we will use the elements of R as additional weights on top of W .
R, thereby, narrows down the scope of hidden nodes to local neighbourhoods.
Note that from the biological modelling point of view, R only provides a
constraint or regulariser on the receptive field structure; the actual receptive
fields are specified by R and W together. After training, the combination of R
and W can show significantly different structures compared to R alone. Still, to
keep the description simple, here R will be referred to as the receptive fields. In
the following, I will show how the training described in Section 2.3 in Chapter 2
can be adapted for LRF-RBMs.
I conducted experiments showing LRF-RBMs with disk- or square-shaped receptive fields are capable of discovering local features efficiently; however, LRFRBMs with Gaussian receptive fields learn superior local feature detectors and
provide smoother reconstructions with better detail. To keep the computation
efficient, Gaussian receptive fields can be truncated. Also, when modelling biological neurons in the early stages of visual processing, Gaussian receptive field
constraints are more adequate. Therefore, the description here will focus on the
case of Gaussian receptive field constraints. We will also assume that a fixed
standard deviation (SD) is used for each receptive field within a hidden layer,
which will be denoted by σ RF .

5.4.1.2

Modified Contrastive Divergence Learning

Compared to the RBM model, the energy function of an LRF-RBM incorporates
the receptive field masks R, and a suitable training algorithm can be obtained
by modifying the CD method described in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2.
Accordingly, the energy functions provided in Equations (2.1) and (2.8) in
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3 and, also, Equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.10) can be
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adapted by substituting wij with rij wij , where rij is the receptive field constraint
on the connection between vi and hj .
Therefore, provided both the visible and the hidden nodes are binary, the
probability of a hidden node activation is given by:

p(hj = 1|v) =

1
,
P
1 + exp(−bj − i vi rij wij )

(5.1)

and visible node states can be sampled according to:

p(vi = 1|h) =

1
.
P
1 + exp(−ai − j hj rij wij )

(5.2)

In the case of LRF-RBMs with Gaussian visible and binary hidden nodes, the
activation of a hidden node can be calculated according to:

p(hj = 1|v) =

1
1 + exp(−bj −

P

i

(vi /σi )rij wij )

,

(5.3)

while the expected value of a visible node is given by:

< vi >reconst = ai + σi

X

hj rij wij .

(5.4)

j

Additionally, the receptive field masks are used to provide a weighting scheme
for the weight updates: a connection wij will receive a stronger update if vi and
hj are located closer to each other. The modified weight update equation takes
the form:
∆wij = rij (< vi hj >data − < vi hj >reconst ) .

(5.5)
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Automatically Learning Receptive Field Centres

In a network containing local receptive fields, the layout of hidden nodes can
be allocated manually. For example, one could place receptive field centres of
hidden nodes at uniform distances from each other in a fixed grid layout, such
as in the works of Le et al. (2012), Ranzato et al. (2011) and Zhu et al. (2013).
However, such a method does not allow the network architecture to adapt to
specific properties of the input data.
Non-uniform feature detector distribution can assist in obtaining compact
representations by exploiting spatial patterns in the dataset, such as that aligned
faces have key facial features at specific locations and that most natural images
have the centre of interest in the middle. When solving a task, some areas of
the visual space may need to be represented at better resolution, using multiple
different feature detectors, while other areas may not convey much information.
In the human visual system, the retina also shows a non-uniform distribution
of information processing cells between the centre and the periphery, the former
being generally denser. This way, better resolution is obtained in the centre of
the visual space.
Accordingly, the LRF-RBM model introduced in this chapter also utilises a
non-uniform feature detector distribution. A training method is proposed that
allows for the identification of areas in the visual input space which need a higher
number of feature detectors in order to obtain a data representation with great
descriptive power.

5.4.2.1

Update of Receptive Fields

In the following, my proposed method is described, which enables the learning of
advantageous feature detector placements in LRF-RBMs alongside learning the
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features themselves. When training the model with modified CD (as described
in Section 5.4.1.2), after each complete pass through the training dataset, the
receptive fields of hidden nodes undergo an updating process. For each hidden
node, this update moves the receptive field centre to the local area which has the
strongest connections to the given hidden node and therefore provides the most
well-defined feature.
The updating process of receptive field r j , corresponding to hidden node hj ,
proceeds as follows:
(i) the weights of the hidden node are written in the shape of the input image
data (the resulting weight image is denoted by I j );
(ii) an element-wise transformation N is applied to I j ;
(iii) values over channels are combined by taking the maximum: maxc (N (I j )c );
(iv) subsequently, the resulting image is filtered using a Gaussian filter G(σ RF , k)
with SD σ RF and filter size k;
(v) the location with maximum response is selected as the new centre, i.e. the
updated location of hj :
(pj , q j ) = arg max[max(N (I j )c ) ∗ G(σ RF , k)]rs ;
rs

c

(5.6)

(vi) finally, the values of the updated receptive field is given by a Gaussian
distribution with SD σ RF and mean (pj , q j ).
I examined element-wise transformations including the identity, absolute value,
and squared value, and found the latter two worked similarly well and were superior to identity. The results in Chapter 6 are shown with squared value.
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Local Receptive Field Constrained Deep Networks

As described in Section 2.4 in Chapter 2, DBNs and DNNs can be trained efficiently according to Hinton et al.’s (2006) protocol of first pretraining the network in a greedy layer-by-layer fashion using RBMs, then fine-tuning the network
weights by, e.g. backpropagation. Similarly, my proposed training procedure for
LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs adopts a two-stage protocol.

5.5.1

Pretraining

In line with the DBN training procedure, one can train multiple layers of feature
detectors on top of an LRF-RBM hidden layer using either RBMs or LRF-RBMs.
We will call this new type of deep learning model the local receptive field constrained DBN (LRF-DBN). As an example, the biologically inspired LRF-DBN
architecture, with which the experiments in Chapter 6 were conducted, utilises
LRF-RBMs with increasing receptive field sizes to pretrain consecutive layers of
the network. Pretraining of an LRF-DBN starts by:
(i) training an LRF-RBM on the input image data to learn the first hidden
layer;
(ii) subsequently, the 2D positions of hidden nodes become fixed, and the receptive field masks (R) will not change further;
(iii) hidden node activations are calculated according to Equation (5.1), in the
case of binary visible and hidden nodes, or Equation (5.3), in the case of
Gaussian visible and binary hidden nodes; and
(iv) these hidden node activations can subsequently be used as input data to
train the consecutive hidden layer of the LRF-DBN.
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When traditional RBMs are used for training higher layers of the network, from
this point on, the training procedure is the same as in the DBN case described
earlier.
If, on the other hand, LRF-RBMs are applied when training consecutive
layers, the hidden node activations on the trained layer need to be arranged
in 2D space to provide suitable input data to the next LRF-RBM. During this
process the locations of hidden nodes, optimally chosen by the LRF-RBM, have
to be preserved. The input used for training the next layer with an LRF-RBM
is obtained by the following procedure:
(i) for each example image of the dataset, first we construct a single channel
zero-valued image of the same width and height as the original input data;
(ii) the activation of each hidden node is then calculated and added to the
value at the fixed location of the given hidden node;
(iii) subsequently, an LRF-RBM with binary visible nodes is trained on this
newly constructed input, in the same way as described in Section 5.4 but
with the receptive field constraints of the higher layer being applied during
training.
In the majority of my experiments presented in Chapter 6, receptive field constraints of consecutive layers are given by Gaussians with gradually increasing
standard deviation. Such models are inspired by the hierarchical organisation of
the visual cortex, where each consecutive processing layer utilises feature detectors with increasing scope. It is also intuitive to construct models where the lower
layers are trained with LRF-RBMs, while the highest layers use traditional unconstrained RBMs. Chapter 6 summarises my experimental analysis with both
types of models.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Schematic of an LRF-DBN containing a visible (V ) and 3 hidden
layers (H1 –H3 ) with receptive fields of increasing scope (blue cones). (b) Schematic of
an LRF-DNN autoencoder used for dimensionality reduction of face images. Prior to
supervised fine-tuning with backpropagation, the pretrained LRF-DBN layers are used
for initialising the encoder (V –H3 ) and, after unrolling, the decoder part (H3 –H6 ) of
the autoencoder. (c) LRF-DBN used for face completion, where missing pixels of the
input are filled in by the generative model through up-down passes in the network.

A schematic diagram of an LRF-DBN model with receptive fields of increasing
sizes is shown in Figure 5.3(a), while Figure 5.3(c) illustrates the application of
an LRF-DBN generative model on a face completion task, where the generative
model is used for filling in missing pixel values in an image.

5.5.2

Fine-Tuning

Once an LRF-DBN has been trained with either RBMs or LRF-RBMs on higher
layers, the model can be fine-tuned analogously to DBNs. Multiple types of
DBN and DNN models and suitable fine-tuning methods have been introduced
in Chapter 2 (for details, refer to Section 2.4). When LRF-DBNs are fine-tuned
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discriminatively with backpropagation, we will call the resulting neural networks
local receptive field constrained DNNs (LRF-DNNs).
In Section 6.4.3 of Chapter 6, experiments conducted with autoencoder LRFDNNs are evaluated. These results demonstrate the ability of LRF-DNNs to
learn a compact reduced-dimensional encoding of image features and generate
high-quality reconstructions from these codes.
A schematic diagram illustrating the construction and training procedure of
LRF-DNN autoencoders is shown in Figure 5.3(b), where an LRF-DNN is applied
to dimensionality reduction of face images. The encoder part of the network is
initialised with the pretrained LRF-DBN layers, which are subsequently unrolled
to obtain initialisation for the decoder part. Finally, backpropagation is used for
minimising the squared reconstruction error.

5.5.3

Notation

In the following, a general notational guide for LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs is
provided, which will be utilised in Chapter 6.
In the case of DBNs, we will refer to the number of hidden nodes on consecutive layers as the architecture of the DBN and use these counts as a notation,
while the architecture of an LRF-DBN will be defined by the number of hidden
nodes on consecutive layers and also the type of model that was used for training
each layer. In the notation, LRF-RBM layers will have (L) attached.
For example, we will denote the architecture of an LRF-DBN that contains
2000, 1000, 500, and 100 hidden nodes on consecutive hidden layers and was
trained using LRF-RBMs on the first two and traditional RBMs on the top two
hidden layers as 2000(L)-1000(L)-500-100.
If an LRF-DBN or DBN is then fine-tuned as an autoencoder, technically,
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the architecture includes the unrolled decoder layers too. However, to keep the
description and notation concise, it is convenient to refrain from mentioning the
hidden node counts of the decoder when referring to or denoting the architecture
of an LRF-DNN or DNN autoencoder. For the same reason, the number of
visible nodes will also be omitted from the notation in the following chapters.

5.6

Summary

This chapter introduced my proposed LRF-DBN and LRF-DNN multi-layered
models, whose structure has been inspired by neural information processing units
in the visual pathway. During LRF-DBN training, my novel LRF-RBM model
is used for pretraining individual layers of the network, followed by fine-tuning
of the entire network. To train LRF-RBMs unsupervised, a modified version of
the CD method has been presented together with a mechanism for automatically
learning advantageous feature detector placement from data. Using LRF-RBMs
for pretraining enables the deep network to utilise a non-uniform spatial distribution of feature detectors and to learn local feature detectors of increasing scope
on each consecutive layer.

6

Deep Network Models of
Visual Processing

This chapter evaluates my novel deep learning models, introduced in Chapter 5,
on tasks inspired by information processing capabilities of the human visual
cortex. LRF-DBNs are tested on face completion, known to be executed by
high-level processing areas of the visual cortex. The performance of LRF-DNN
autoencoders is measured on dimensionality reduction of image data, as lowdimensional encoding of input data patterns is an essential requisite of efficient
information processing. Analysis in this chapter is based on experiments described by Turcsany and Bargiela (2014) and Turcsany et al. (2016).

6.1

Experiments

The following experiments aim at testing the ability of the proposed LRF-RBM
and LRF-DBN models to accumulate feature hubs in important areas of the visual space and learn a hierarchy of distinctive local feature detectors. Using the
challenging Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) (Huang et al., 2007) face recognition dataset, we will see how the LRF-DBN feature hierarchy can be utilised to
represent characteristic details of previously unseen face images.
In my first experiments, LRF-DBNs were trained on a training set, assembled
from LFW, to learn generative models of the image data. The quality of the
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generative models was evaluated on multiple face completion tasks, where the
models were required to restore missing pixels in previously unseen test images.
Face completion is a complex task implemented in the human brain that involves
higher-level processes in the OFA and FFA of the visual cortex (Chen et al.,
2010).
Subsequently, LRF-DNN autoencoders were trained to learn a compact lowdimensional encoding of image features, followed by the evaluation of reconstruction performance on an unseen test set. According to the efficient coding
hypothesis (Barlow, 1961), the drive to develop compact encoding mechanisms
is thought to underlie the evolution of numerous visual information processing
functions in the visual pathway.

6.2
6.2.1

Dataset
The ‘Labeled Faces in the Wild’ Dataset

The LFW1 dataset contains 13 233 RGB images of public figures, and it is currently one of the most popular face image datasets within computer vision and
machine learning. The version of LFW used in my experiments consists of images
automatically aligned by deep funnelling (Huang et al., 2012). The dataset has
been constructed from an internet-based collection of real-life photos taken of
public figures in unconstrained settings. Consequently, one can notice significant
variations in appearance and camera settings among the images. Example LFW
face images can be seen in the first rows of Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.19.
1

Available at http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/
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Task

The dataset is commonly used for evaluating methods on face verification, which
is predicting whether two face images are taken of the same person, without
having previously seen any images of the person(s) during training. RBMs with
rectified linear or binary hidden nodes, first trained in an unsupervised manner
on single faces and subsequently fine-tuned in a supervised manner on pairs of
images, have been shown to achieve good results on this face recognition task
(Nair and Hinton, 2010).
Applying supervised fine-tuning methods on pairs of face images lies outside
the scope of my work, which focuses on developing novel models of biological
visual systems. Therefore, the study presented here will primarily concentrate
on investigating the capability of the proposed LRF-RBM, LRF-DBN, and LRFDNN models to:
(i) learn a feature hierarchy constructed from local feature detectors,
(ii) identify regions of high importance in LFW face images, and
(iii) utilise these as feature hubs to provide compact representations of visual
information.
Accordingly, the analysis will compare:
(i) the quality and location of features learnt by LRF-RBMs and RBMs,
(ii) the generative capabilities of LRF-DBN and DBN models, and
(iii) the ability of LRF-DNN and DNN autoencoders to encode and reconstruct
previously unseen face images.
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Preprocessing

I applied similar preprocessing to LFW images as Nair and Hinton (2010) and
trained RBMs with binary hidden nodes on single faces using their published
parameter settings. These models were then compared with LRF-RBMs trained
on the same data.
The preprocessing involved cropping the central 105×153 pixels part of the
original 250×250 RGB images, thereby eliminating much of the background.
These background pixels are known to unintentionally provide helpful context for
recognition. The cropped images were then subsampled to 27×39(×3), resulting
in an input data dimension of 3159.
Finally, the input data were standardised along each component to have
zero mean and unit variance, which makes it possible to write σi = 1 in Equations (2.8) to (2.10) in Chapter 2 and Equations (5.3) and (5.4) in Chapter 5,
thereby simplifying the training.
A training and test set were formed, with 4000 training and 1700 test examples. The test set did not contain any images of persons present in the training
set.

6.2.4

The MNIST Digit Dataset

The MNIST database of handwritten digits (LeCun et al., 1998) is the most
commonly used publicly available dataset for handwritten digit recognition. The
dataset contains 60 000 training and 10 000 test set examples of the 10 digit
classes. Example images are shown in the first row of Figure 6.5.
In addition to the experiments on LFW faces, I also trained LRF-RBMs on
MNIST, in order to identify which areas in the handwritten digit images would
attract feature detectors and thereby result in the emergence of feature hubs.
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Experimental Set-Up
Training Protocol

My experiments aimed at comparing LRF-RBMs, LRF-DBN generative models,
and LRF-DNN autoencoders with traditional RBMs, DBNs, and DNNs as well
as evaluating different parameter choices for my proposed methods.

6.3.1.1

RBM and DBN Training

To establish baseline results, I trained fully connected RBM and DBN models
on LFW without receptive field constraints according to the training procedure
of Nair and Hinton (2010) and Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006a) (described in
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of Chapter 2).
RBMs were trained with CD1 on mini-batches of size 100 for 2000 iterations.
An optimal learning rate () of 0.001 was used during training. Higher learning
rates failed. An initial momentum of 0.5 was applied for 5 epoch, which was then
changed to 0.9. To extract the first representational layer of a DBN from input
data, RBMs with Gaussian visible nodes and binary hidden nodes were used.
Subsequent layers were trained with RBMs containing binary visible and hidden
nodes. Hidden node numbers of 4000, 2000, 1000, 500, and 100 were tested, and
each consecutive layer in a network had a smaller size than the previous layer.
Included were all architectures that fitted these requirements.

6.3.1.2

LRF-RBM and LRF-DBN Training

LRF-DBNs were trained using the same settings, except for the learning rate,
where  = 0.1 was found optimal for LRF-RBMs on the first layer with Gaussian
visible nodes, while  = 1 worked best for LRF-RBMs on subsequent layers with
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binary visible nodes. When top layers of an LRF-DBN were trained with RBMs,
the learning rate was set to 0.001 on these layers. Both RBMs and LRF-RBMs
were found to be able to learn good models within a few hundred iterations, after
which performance only slightly improved. In the following, results are displayed
for models trained for 2000 iterations.
The analysis focused on LRF-DBNs where higher layers had increasing receptive field sizes. The Gaussian receptive field constraints investigated had σ RF
between 0.5 and 13.0, and filter size k ranging from 1 to 19. I also studied LRFDBNs where the top few layers were trained using RBMs without receptive field
constraints. In Section 6.4, if not stated otherwise, the receptive field constraint
parameters on n consecutive LRF-RBM layers are given by the first n elements
of σ RF = (3, 5, 7, 9, 11) and k = (5, 7, 9, 11, 13).

6.3.1.3

Autoencoder Training

Using the weights learnt by LRF-DBN and DBN models for initialisation, LRFDNN and DNN autoencoder networks were trained in an analogue manner to
Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006a), as described in Sections 2.4.3 and 5.5.2 in
Chapters 2 and 5. Backpropagation was conducted for 200 iterations to minimise
the squared reconstruction error (SRE) (i.e. the squared distance between the
original data and its reconstruction) on the training set. All those architectures
mentioned above were used where the size of the top hidden layer, which provides
the reduced-dimensional encoding, was either 100 or 500 nodes.

6.3.2

Evaluation Protocol

The evaluation concentrates on assessing the quality of the LRF-DBN and DBN
generative models, contrasting the feature hierarchies learnt by the two types of
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models, and comparing the reconstruction performance of LRF-DNN and DNN
autoencoders.

6.3.2.1

Learnt Features

The spatial distributions of feature detectors were examined and feature hubs
were identified in LRF-RBMs used for training either the first or consecutive
layers of DBNs. As a visualisation tool, ‘centre maps’ were constructed using
Parzen-window density estimation with a Gaussian kernel on 2D feature detector
locations, in order to identify densely populated areas. Another means of evaluation was given by ‘receptive field maps’: heat maps generated by combining all
receptive fields within an LRF-RBM through pixel-wise summation. (In the case
of MNIST images, per class receptive field maps were also examined as described
in Section 6.4.1.2.) When visualisations are shown (see, e.g., Figure 6.6), both
in centre maps and in receptive field maps, darker red areas correspond to larger
values, i.e. locations which are more densely covered by feature detectors, while
blue areas indicate the presence of fewer detectors.
Feature detectors learnt by the different models were compared using the feature visualisation method described in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2. As the weights
of a hidden node in an RBM correspond to pixels, the visualisation of RBM
features can be obtained by showing the weight vectors of hidden nodes in the
shape of the input images. For LRF-RBMs, the same visualisation method can
be used after the receptive field masks are applied to the weights by element-wise
multiplication. Visualisation of higher-layer features in a DBN or an LRF-DBN
is obtained by the approximate method described in Chapter 2, whereby these
higher-level feature visualisations are calculated using linear combinations of feature visualisations from the previous layer.
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By examining centre maps, receptive field maps, and feature visualisations,
DBN and LRF-DBN features were compared based on the distinctiveness of their
appearance and locations.
6.3.2.2

Face Completion Task

To evaluate the quality of LRF-DBN generative models, multiple face completion
tasks were set out. In these problems, certain pixels of the input images are
occluded and, with the location of the occlusion being given, the model is required
to fill in the missing pixels. The occlusions and the infilling procedure were
similar to the ones used by (Ranzato et al., 2011) and performance was evaluated
on seven different face completion tasks:
(i) occlusion of the left,
(ii) right,
(iii) bottom, or
(iv) top half of the image (these tasks collectively will be referred to as the ‘side
completion’ tasks),
(v) rectangular occlusion around the eyes or
(vi) mouth area, and
(vii) occlusion of 70% of the image pixels chosen at random.
The areas of occlusion can be seen in Figures 6.11 to 6.14. A schematic diagram
in Figure 5.3(c) in Chapter 5 illustrates the use of an LRF-DBN generative model
on a random area completion task.
To solve a completion task with a generative model, when presented with
an image, the occluded pixels were first set to 0 and the image was used as
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input to the model. Bottom-up propagation through the network layers was first
performed, where hidden node probabilities were given by Equation (5.3) on the
first and Equation (5.1) on the consecutive hidden layers. This was followed by
a top-down pass through the network. When reaching the visible layer at the
bottom, the states of visible nodes corresponding to uncorrupted pixels were left
unchanged, while the missing pixels were filled in using Equation (5.4). Multiple
iterations of bottom-up and top-down passes through the network layers were
used to compute a restored image.
Face completion performance of LRF-DBN and DBN generative models were
compared on the unseen test set quantitatively, by calculating the average SRE
per missing pixel, and qualitatively, by evaluating example completions.

6.3.2.3

Reconstruction Task

LRF-RBM and RBM reconstructions were calculated on the test set during the
iterations of CD using Equations (5.3) and (5.4) and Equations (2.9) and (2.10),
respectively. The analysis involved comparing both the obtained SRE scores and
examples of reconstructed images.
LRF-DNN and DNN image encodings and reconstructions can be obtained
by computing the activations through the layers of the fine-tuned networks after
feeding in an example image. The dimensionality reduction performance of LRFDNN and DNN autoencoders were evaluated on the test set quantitatively, by
measuring the average SRE per pixel, and qualitatively, by displaying example
reconstructions.
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Figure 6.1 LRF-RBM training on face images. (a) LRF-RBM model schematic,
showing feature hubs around the eyes and mouth. (b) Receptive field maps of four
LRF-RBM models, containing 4000 hidden nodes each, trained with different parameter settings. In each map, automatically learnt feature detector receptive fields are
combined to show areas attracting more detectors. Darker red areas indicate higher
feature density. Feature hubs emerged around average eye and mouth locations at pixels (9, 15), (20, 15), and (15, 30). (c) Distinctive-looking detectors located in feature
hubs in a 4000-hidden-node LRF-RBM. From top to bottom row: Features, learnt
unsupervised, detecting the persons’ right eye, left eye, nose, and mouth can be seen.
The second map in (b) belongs to the LRF-RBM which learnt the local features in (c).

6.4
6.4.1

Results
Learnt Features

Using visualisation methods described in Section 6.3.2.1, we will identify the
types of features LRF-RBMs on consecutive layers of an LRF-DBN extract from
LFW face images and also examine the spatial distribution of feature detectors
learnt on LFW and MNIST.
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Figure 6.2 A sample of RBM features with high L2 norms, exhibiting a local peak
around parts of the face contour.

6.4.1.1

First-Layer Features Learnt on LFW

Figures 6.1(c) and 6.7(a), columns 2–5 show local facial feature detectors learnt
by LRF-RBMs, while RBM features can be seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.7(d), first
row, columns 2–5.
All the traditional RBMs have learnt detectors similar in nature to the ones
shown, with the majority exhibiting global structure and focusing on the main
outline of a given type of face (as can be seen in Figure 6.7(d), first row, columns
2–5). While there exists a small number of detectors containing a local peak
around the face contour, these are elementary in structure. Examples of such
feature detectors are displayed in Figure 6.2. When examining RBM and DBN
models, the lack of detectors focusing on local facial features is apparent. It is
hard to find any well-defined local detector modelling face parts or a single facial
feature, such as a dedicated eye or nose detector.
The LRF-RBMs, on the other hand, have attracted feature hubs around eye
and mouth regions and, by focusing on these areas, have learnt a number of distinctive eye, mouth, and nose detectors. Receptive field maps in Figures 6.1(b)
and 6.6(a) show spatial arrangement of detectors learnt by LRF-RBMs with different parameter settings. The layout of features, with the emergence of feature
hubs around key areas in face images, demonstrates how LRF-RBMs can identify important regions within the input data, which need a higher density of
feature detectors in order to represent their details. Figure 6.1(c) shows a set of
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Figure 6.3 Examples of non-face-specific features learnt by an LRF-RBM with 4000
hidden nodes. DoG and Gabor filter shaped features are common among the detectors.

features sampled from areas around feature hubs in an LRF-RBM with 4000 hidden nodes. These visualisations show well-defined local features corresponding
to distinctive-looking detectors of the eyes, mouth, and nose.
Alongside these face specific detectors, Gabor filters (illustrated in Figure 4.2
in Chapter 4) and DoG detectors (see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3) were also common
among the learnt features, especially in areas around the face contour. Examples
of such features are shown in Figure 6.3, with additional examples provided
in Figure B.1 in Appendix B. As we have seen in Chapters 3 and 4, in the
literature, DoG filters are the most common models of retinal ganglion cells with
centre-surround receptive fields (see Section 3.2.5). While Gabor functions are
well-known models of V1 simple cells. The experiments, thereby, confirmed LRFRBMs and LRF-DBNs do not only bear structural similarity to networks in the
visual pathway but have the capability to learn functions of certain retinal and
V1 cells from image data in an unsupervised manner.
If we train a second layer with an RBM (without receptive field constraints)
on top of the examined LRF-RBM, global face detectors emerge. These features
are well-defined and varied-looking, as can be seen in Figure 6.4, which displays
a sample of the second-layer features in a 4000(L)-1000 LRF-DBN.
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Figure 6.4 A sample of second-layer features learnt by a 4000(L)-1000 LRF-DBN,
where the first layer was trained with an LRF-RBM and the second with a traditional
RBM. The learnt features correspond to characteristic-looking faces.

6.4.1.2

Features Learnt on MNIST

On the MNIST digit dataset LRF-RBMs learnt feature detectors corresponding
to local digit parts and also features of lower complexity, akin to DoG and Gabor
filters.
LRF-RBMs learn hidden node locations in an unsupervised manner; however,
for visualisation purposes on the MNIST dataset, we have the opportunity to use
the available class labels. Receptive field maps in Figure 6.5 show, for each digit
class, the location of those feature detectors which are the most selective for
the given class. These maps give an insight into which image areas are most
important for distinguishing between different digits.
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Figure 6.5 LRF-RBM receptive field maps learnt on the MNIST digit dataset. The
top row shows example images of digits from 0 to 9. In the bottom row, for each digit
class, a heat map shows locations of detectors which most selectively fire on images of
the given digit.
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LRF-RBM receptive field & centre maps
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Figure 6.6 Receptive field and centre maps. (a) First-hidden-layer receptive field and
centre maps shown in the top and bottom row, respectively, corresponding to different
k values. (b)–(d) Receptive field maps in top rows and centre maps in bottom rows
shown for consecutive layers from left to right in 2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100(L) LRFDBNs trained with different parameter choices for SD σ RF and filter size k.

6.4.1.3

Feature Hierarchy

Figure 6.6(b)–(d) shows receptive field and centre maps learnt by 2000(L)-1000(L)500(L)-100(L) LRF-DBNs trained using different parameter settings. These
maps reveal that feature hubs have typically emerged in the centre region, around
average eye, mouth, and nose locations.
A sample of higher-layer features learnt in an unsupervised manner with a
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100 LRF-DBN are visualised in Figure 6.7(a)–(c). This
feature hierarchy demonstrates how increasing the size of receptive field con-
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LRF-DBN second hidden layer

LRF-DBN third hidden layer

2nd layer

3rd layer

1st layer

2nd layer

(a)

LRF-DBN fourth hidden layer
4th layer

3rd layer

(c)

(b)

DBN features
2nd layer

1st layer

3rd layer

2nd layer

4th layer

3rd layer

(d)

Figure 6.7 Feature hierarchy of (a)–(c) an LRF-DBN and (d) a DBN with 4 hidden
layers. Visualisation of features demonstrates how consecutive layers are composed
using features from the previous layer. The first image in each row in (a)–(d) visualises
a feature from a higher layer, while consecutive images in the row illustrate those
features from the previous layer which have the strongest connections to the given
higher-layer feature. The LRF-DBN feature hierarchy in (a)–(c) is formed of features
with gradually increasing size and demonstrates part-based composition.
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straints between consecutive layers results in features of gradually increasing
scope and complexity. Additional example features are provided in Figure B.2(a)–
(c) in Appendix B. The receptive field and centre maps corresponding to this
network can be seen in Figure 6.6(b), columns 1–3, with feature hubs around
average eye and mouth locations and parts of the face contour.
First-layer features include highly local detectors focusing on parts of the eyes,
mouth, and nose. Additionally, DoG and Gabor filter shaped detectors were also
common (see, e.g., rows 2 and 10 in Figure B.2(a) in Appendix B). Among the
second-layer features, one can easily notice well-defined eye, nose, and mouth
detectors, while the third layer contains detectors of varying scope, including
face part detectors and larger, near-global face detectors. Finally, Figure 6.7(c)
demonstrates how the unconstrained RBM on the top layer is capable of combining different face part detectors to create global face detectors. Consequently,
the experiments have shown that, from highly local features, the network is capable of building increasingly larger features and executes hierarchical part-based
composition.
Features learnt by a traditional DBN of the matching 2000-1000-500-100 architecture are shown in Figure 6.7(d). A larger set of example features is provided
in Figure B.2(d)–(f) in Appendix B. DBN features are mainly global, even on the
first layer, and correspond to whole faces. Features on higher layers respond to
clusters of faces with similar appearance by utilising the combination of lowerlayer global face detectors. In contrast to our LRF-DBN feature detectors, DBN
features do not show apparent part-based composition.
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Architecture

Left Right Top Bottom Eyes Mouth Rand

DBN
500
1000-500
2000-1000-500
4000-2000-1000-500

0.89
0.89
0.90
0.90

0.91
0.91
0.92
0.92

0.93
0.92
0.94
0.93

0.92
0.90
0.92
0.90

0.59
0.56
0.50
0.45

0.61
0.58
0.52
0.47

0.23
0.26
0.27
0.26

0.88
0.78
0.74
0.87
0.73

0.94
0.83
0.76
0.84
0.76

0.96 0.95 0.59 0.53
0.85 0.82 0.37 0.39
0.76 0.69 0.33 0.36
0.87 0.85 0.37 0.40
0.77 0.66 0.34 0.37

0.18
0.17
0.20
0.20
0.22

LRF-DBN
500(L)
1000(L)-500(L)
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)
2000(L)-1000(L)-500
4000(L)-2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)

Table 6.1 Average squared reconstruction error per missing pixel on the previously
unseen test set shown for different generative models on the left, right, top, bottom,
eyes, mouth, and random area completion tasks. The table compares multiple DBN
and LRF-DBN architectures (also included are a 500 RBM and a 500(L) LRF-RBM).
On all seven tasks, LRF-DBNs achieved the best scores.

6.4.2

Face Completion

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 and Table 6.1 show quantitative comparisons of RBM, DBN,
LRF-RBM, and LRF-DBN generative models on the face completion tasks on
the previously unseen test set, while a qualitative evaluation is provided through
example completions in Figures 6.10 to 6.14.

6.4.2.1

Quantitative Comparison

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 and Table 6.1 compare SRE scores of an LRF-RBM, an RBM,
and multiple LRF-DBN and DBN architectures achieved on the face completion
tasks on the unseen test set. In Figures 6.8 and 6.9, SRE per missing pixel
is shown as a function of the number of up-down passes that were performed
through the network layers to infer missing values. On all the completion tasks,
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Figure

6.8 Average SRE per missing pixel on the test set shown on the (a) left, (b)
right, (c) top, and (d) bottom face completion tasks as a function of the number of
up-down passes. The comparison includes an LRF-RBM, an RBM, and multiple LRFDBN and DBN architectures after the layer-wise pretraining (without fine-tuning).
Trends on the different side completion tasks are similar, with LRF-DBNs outperforming DBNs.
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Figure 6.9 Average SRE per missing pixel shown on the test set as a function of
the number of up-down passes on the (a) eyes, (b) mouth, and (c) random area face
completion tasks. Networks are compared after layer-wise pretraining (without finetuning). LRF-DBNs show significant improvement with multiple up-down passes and
outperform DBNs.

those LRF-DBNs which were trained using LRF-RBMs on each layer show gradual improvement with the number of passes and achieve lower SREs than DBNs.
In contrast, after a few passes, the reconstruction error in DBNs steeply increases
and, as the qualitative analysis also confirms, DBN completions can become very
dissimilar to the original image.
Completions generated by a 2000-1000-500 DBN and the matching 2000(L)-
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Input
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Figure 6.10 From a left-occluded input, shown in the first column, DBN (top row)
and LRF-DBN (bottom row) completions are calculated after 1, 5, and 30 up-down
passes (left to right). Unlike DBNs, LRF-DBNs generate completions which gradually
become more similar to the original image (shown in last column).

1000(L)-500(L) LRF-DBN for an example test image with left-side occlusion are
shown in Figure 6.10 after 1, 5, and 30 passes through the network. Visual
inspection confirms, unlike the completions generated by the DBN, LRF-DBN
completions gradually show more likeness to the original image as the number
of infilling iterations increases.
Table 6.1 displays SRE scores of the networks examined in Figures 6.8 and 6.9.
On each completion task, SREs of LRF-DBNs and the LRF-RBM are calculated
after the 15th pass, while in the case of DBNs and the RBM the best SRE value
achieved during the first 15 passes is shown.2 On each task, the top performing
models were LRF-DBNs.
Face completion is, in general, a difficult task requiring higher-level knowledge of patterns in the data. In fact, face completion is implemented by higher
processing areas in the human visual cortex. Therefore it is not surprising (as
seen in Figures 6.8 and 6.9(a)–(b)) that LRF-RBMs, having highly local features,
2

As a result, the displayed scores for LRF-DBNs are suboptimally chosen, whereas for each
DBN the optimal, best-achieved scores are shown. This avoids giving any potential advantage
to LRF-DBNs.
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do not perform that well on these tasks. Through composition of local features,
deeper LRF-DBN models, however, have the capability to extract higher complexity features from the input and thereby achieve superior results.
On most of the side completion tasks, lowest errors were achieved by the 4hidden-layer LRF-DBN, while the 2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L) LRF-DBN performed
best on eye and mouth area completion. The 2-hidden-layer LRF-DBN outperformed deeper networks on random occlusion infilling, which is likely due to this
task being less reliant on global features.

6.4.2.2

Qualitative Comparison

Figures 6.11 to 6.14 qualitatively compare face completions generated by the
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L) LRF-DBN and the 2000-1000-500 DBN on example images of the unseen test set (shown in the top rows).
Results on the left, right, top, and bottom completion tasks are displayed
in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 in this order. For each task, the first row illustrates
the area of missing pixels, followed by DBN and LRF-DBN completions in the
subsequent rows. The number of up-down passes in each case was selected as
described above for Table 6.1.
We can conclude, the overall quality of LRF-DBN completions is superior:
images look smoother, more face-like and show more similarity to the original
faces. The LRF-DBN also managed to better recover small facial details, such
as mouth shapes and smiles (see, e.g., column 6, left completion and column 10,
right completion in Figure 6.11) as well as eye shapes and direction of gaze (see,
e.g., last two columns, right completion in Figure 6.11).
The same tendency can be observed on the eyes, mouth, and random area
completion tasks, for which the results are displayed in Figures 6.13 and 6.14.
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Original

Left:

DBN

LRF-DBN

Right:

DBN

LRF-DBN

Figure 6.11 Example test images (first row) and their left and right completions (from
top to bottom). For each task, the first row shows the occluded image, the second row
images are completions generated by a DBN, and the third rows are computed by an
LRF-DBN. LRF-DBN completions have better image quality, show more likeness to
the original image, and better retain eye and mouth shapes and facial expressions.
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Bottom:

DBN
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Figure 6.12 Example test images (first row) and their top and bottom completions
(from top to bottom). For each task, the first row shows the occluded image, the second
row images are completions generated by a DBN, and the third rows are computed
by an LRF-DBN. LRF-DBN completions have better image quality: the images are
smoother, more face-like, and show greater similarity to the original face images.
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Mouth:
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Figure 6.13 Example test images (first row) and their eye and mouth area completions. For each task, the first row shows the occluded image, the second row images are
completions generated by a DBN, and the third rows are computed by an LRF-DBN.
Facial expressions show greater similarity to the original images in the LRF-DBN
completions, compared to DBNs, and an overall better image quality is achieved.
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Original

Random:

DBN

LRF-DBN

Figure 6.14 Example test images and their random area completions. Following the
original images in the first row, the second row shows the input occlusion, while the
third and fourth rows contain the DBN and LRF-DBN completions, respectively. LRFDBN completions contain less noise and exhibit a high level of similarity to the original
images.

The superior image quality and face similarity of LRF-DBN completions is especially pronounced on the mouth completion task, where mouth shapes, smiles,
skin colours, and facial expressions are well retained by LRF-DBNs and the
completed area blends in with the surrounding pixels.

6.4.3

Reconstruction

To provide a quantitative analysis, SRE scores of LRF-DNN and DNN autoencoders are compared on the unseen test data in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 and Figures 6.15 and 6.16, demonstrating the superior encoding and reconstruction
capabilities of LRF-DNNs. This is confirmed by the qualitative evaluation of
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Figure 6.15 Average SRE per pixel shown on the test set as a function of the iterations
of CD. Method names and hidden node counts constitute the labels in the graph. The
LRF-RBMs were trained with σ RF = 3 and k = 5. LRF-RBMs outperform RBMs of
the matching architecture.

examples displayed in Figures 6.19 to 6.21. Furthermore, the following sections
also examine different architectural and parameter choices for LRF-DNNs in
Figures 6.17 and 6.18.

6.4.3.1

Quantitative Comparison

In Figure 6.15 SREs obtained on the unseen test set by LRF-RBMs and RBMs
are shown as a function of the iterations of CD.3 With the same node count,
LRF-RBMs achieve significantly lower errors than RBMs. Moreover, a 500-node
LRF-RBM performs similarly to a 4000-node RBM.
Figure 6.16 shows autoencoder results with a code length of 500 on the left
and 100 on the right. For a given architecture, both the traditional and the
LRF variant networks are included, and SREs are shown as a function of the
number of backpropagation iterations. Figure 6.16(a)–(b) displays SREs for the
complete set of LRF-DNN and DNN architectures described in Section 6.3.1,
while Figure 6.16(c)–(d) compares different architectural choices in detail.
3

Consequently, these models are not fine-tuned.
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Figure 6.16 Average SRE per pixel on the unseen test set shown as a function of
autoencoder fine-tuning iterations. The code length is 500 in (a) and (c) and 100
in (b) and (d). The ‘fine-tuned RBM’ and all DNNs were previously pretrained with
RBMs on each layer, while LRF-DNNs and the ‘fine-tuned LRF-RBM’ were pre-trained
with LRF-RBMs. The LRF-DNNs achieve lower SREs than DNNs.

Autoencoders in Figures 6.16(b) and (d) had a hidden layer with 100 nodes
at the top; consequently, training aimed at reducing any 3159-dimensional input
image of the dataset to a compact 100-length code, from which the image can be
reconstructed. Results show all multi-layer LRF-DNN architectures compared
favourably to any one of the DNNs, and even the single-layer LRF autoencoder,
the fine-tuned LRF-RBM, provided comparable reconstruction errors to the best
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Architecture

SRE

DNN
500
1000-500
2000-1000-500
4000-2000-1000-500

0.093
0.162
0.172
0.178

LRF-DNN
500(L)
1000(L)-500(L)
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)
2000(L)-1000(L)-500
4000(L)-2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)

0.086
0.079
0.090
0.103
0.102

Table 6.2 SRE per pixel of DNN and LRF-DNN (including fine-tuned RBM and LRFRBM) autoencoders with a code length of 500. Scores were measured on the test set
after 200 backpropagation iterations. Superior results were obtained by LRF-DNNs.

performing DNN. As expected, multi-layer LRF-DNNs surpassed shallow architectures containing a single hidden layer. This is in contrast with DNNs, where
most multi-layer architectures provided worse reconstructions than a shallow
network.
In Figures 6.16(a) and (c), results with 500-length encodings are shown. Having a higher dimensional code layer is known to reduce the advantage of deep
autoencoders compared to shallow networks (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a).
In the case of DNN encoders, the advantage of deep models completely diminished on this task as none of the multi-layer DNNs performed better than the
single-layer models, the fine-tuned RBM or LRF-RBM. On the other hand, a
number of LRF-DNN models still retained superior performance compared to
the shallow models. Akin to the 100-length encoding case, all multi-layer LRFDNNs achieved better results than DNNs, and the LRF-RBM outperformed the
RBM.
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Architecture

SRE

DNN
100
500-100
1000-500-100
2000-1000-500-100
4000-2000-1000-500-100

0.266
0.278
0.300
0.293
0.293

LRF-DNN
100(L)
500(L)-100(L)
1000(L)-500(L)-100(L)
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100(L)
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100
4000(L)-2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100(L)

0.255
0.191
0.180
0.180
0.222
0.184

Table 6.3 SRE per pixel of DNN and LRF-DNN (including fine-tuned RBM and
LRF-RBM) autoencoders with a code length of 100. Scores were measured on the test
set after 200 backpropagation iterations. Results confirm the superior performance of
LRF-DNNs, with the 3- and 4-hidden-layer LRF-DNNs achieving best scores.

To further compare the architectures shown in Figure 6.16 (c)–(d), Tables 6.2
and 6.3 display SRE scores calculated at the end of fine-tuning, after 200 iterations of backpropagation. SREs in the case of 100-length codes (as shown in
Table 6.3) were the lowest at 0.180, achieved by the LRF-DNNs with 3 and 4
hidden layers: 1000(L)-500(L)-100(L) and 2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100(L), while
the 2-hidden-layer 1000(L)-500(L) LRF-DNN produced the best 500-length codes
with an SRE of 0.079 (see Table 6.2).

6.4.3.2

Architectural and Parameter Choices

Figures 6.17 and 6.18 examine different architectural and parameter choices for
LRF-DNNs. Cases where RBMs were used for training some of the higher layers
of an LRF-DNN are evaluated in Figure 6.17. As can be seen, these networks
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of SREs achieved by networks trained with different pretraining methods. All networks had 2000, 1000, 500, and 100 nodes on consecutive
hidden layers. The architecture pretrained entirely with LRF-RBMs outperformed all
other networks, while the DNN (pretrained with RBMs on all layers) obtained the
highest errors.

provide inferior reconstruction scores compared to an LRF-DNN pretrained using
only LRF-RBMs; however, they still compare favourably to a DNN.
The choice of SD σ RF is evaluated in Figure 6.18(a) in the case of a 2000(L)1000(L)-500(L) network architecture and in Figure 6.18(b) for a 2000(L)-1000(L)500(L)-100(L) architecture. Filter sizes were kept at k = (5, 7, 9) and k =
(5, 7, 9, 11), respectively. The network with σ RF = (3, 5, 7) performed the best
among the 3-hidden-layer networks, while in the case of the 4-hidden-layer architecture the network with σ RF = (5, 7, 9, 11) achieved the lowest SREs.
In the filter size comparison in Figures 6.18(c) and (d), σ RF was fixed at
(3, 5, 7) and (3, 5, 7, 9), respectively, and the networks using k = (9, 11, 13) and
k = (9, 11, 13, 15) on consecutive layers obtained the best scores within the two
groups of networks.
Both the SD and filter size tuning experiments showed a good stability in
performance within a large range of parameter values. With most settings, variation in SREs was small, especially when compared to the performance difference
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Figure 6.18 Comparison of different parameter choices for (a)–(b) SD σ RF and
(c)–(d) filter size k. The architecture of the LRF-DNNs compared in (a) and (c) was
2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L), while the architecture was 2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100(L) in
(b) and (d). The graphs also include comparisons to the DNNs of the corresponding
architecture. LRF-DNNs show good stability over different σ RF and k values.

between LRF-DNNs and DNNs. This trend is confirmed for both the 500- and
100-length encoding tasks. Consequently, we can conclude reconstruction performance of LRF-DNNs is not too sensitive to the choice of σ RF and k.
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Original

RBM (4000)

LRF-RBM (4000)

Figure 6.19 Example RBM and LRF-RBM reconstructions. A sample of test images is shown in the first row. The second and third rows show their reconstructions
produced by an RBM and an LRF-RBM, respectively, trained without fine-tuning.
Note how small details, e.g. eye and mouth shapes or the direction of gaze, are better
retained with the LRF-RBM due to the number of specialised eye and mouth detectors. Note, also, how images of side-facing people can confuse the RBM but not the
LRF-RBM (see columns 9–10).

6.4.3.3

Qualitative Comparison

Using previously unseen test examples, Figure 6.19 compares the reconstruction
quality of an LRF-RBM and an RBM, both containing 4000 binary hidden nodes.
These models were not fine-tuned, and the examples are displayed after 2000
iterations of CD. Reconstructions are given by the top-down activations after
feeding in a test image. As we have seen in Figure 6.15, the LRF-RBMs obtain
lower SREs, and this superior reconstruction performance is confirmed by the
qualitative evaluation. LRF-RBMs better retain distinctive details of the face
images; moreover, the original facial expressions, direction of gaze, and emotions
are easily recognisable from the reconstructed images.
Side-facing people provide a challenge for the models as such head poses are
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Original

DNN (500)

LRF-DNN (500)

Figure 6.20 Example reconstructions from 500-length codes. A sample of the test
data is shown in the first row. Reconstructions generated by a 2000-1000-500 DNN
and a 2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L) LRF-DNN autoencoder are displayed in the second and
third rows, respectively. Note how distinctive details, such as eye and mouth shapes
(see, e.g., column 6) or direction of gaze (e.g. column 8), are better retained with
an LRF-DNN due to the number of specialised eye and mouth detectors. LRF-DNN
reconstructions also show an overall superior image quality.

less frequent in the dataset. However, unlike the RBM, the LRF-RBM can still
provide good quality reconstructions that capture the side-facing pose of these
faces (see columns 9–10).
A qualitative evaluation was also conducted on the deep autoencoder networks, which were trained to reduce the dimension of the input to either 500or 100-length codes. Examination of reconstructed test images in Figures 6.20
and 6.21 confirms the superior performance of LRF-DNN autoencoders compared
to DNNs. Example test images are shown in the first rows, while their reconstructions obtained from reduced-length codes with a DNN and an LRF-DNN of
the matching architecture are given in the second and third rows, respectively.
The dimension of the encoding was 500 in Figure 6.20 and 100 in Figure 6.21.
Close similarity of the original and the reconstructed images indicate LRF-
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Original

DNN (100)

LRF-DNN (100)

Figure 6.21 Example reconstructions from 100-length codes. A sample of the test
data is shown in the first row. Reconstructions generated by a 2000-1000-500-100
DNN and a 2000(L)-1000(L)-500(L)-100(L) LRF-DNN autoencoder are displayed in
the second and third rows, respectively. Note the superior image quality and how
distinctive details, such as eye and mouth shapes (see, e.g., last column), are better
preserved with an LRF-DNN due to the number of specialised eye and mouth detectors.

DNNs can encode and reconstruct key facial features and facial expressions of
even the unseen test images using a code with a very limited length. DNN
reconstructions show less likeness to the original faces and facial expressions.
Characteristic details, especially around the eyes, nose, and mouth, are much
better preserved with an LRF-DNN (see, e.g., third column in Figure 6.20 or the
last column in Figure 6.21). Such facial features can be of crucial importance for
distinguishing persons. The superior image quality of LRF-DNN reconstructions
is also apparent, with the LRF-DNN providing conspicuously smoother and more
natural-looking images than the DNN.
Our quantitative and qualitative analyses thereby confirm LRF-DNNs outperform DNNs (and, also, LRF-RBMs outperform RBMs) when reconstructing
previously unseen data.
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Summary

In Section 6.4.1, we have seen how LRF-RBMs are capable of identifying important regions in image data, termed feature hubs, which require a higher density of
feature detectors to obtain an improved representation. Feature detectors learnt
on consecutive layers in traditional DBNs and LRF-DBNs from the LFW face
images were also analysed. Unlike DBNs, LRF-DBNs were found to learn feature
hierarchies exhibiting part-based composition, ranging from DoG and Gabor filters and local feature detectors of the eyes, mouth, and nose to face part and
whole face detectors.
As discussed in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, the LRF-DBN and LRF-DNN models
achieved best scores on face completion and reconstruction tasks on the unseen
test set. This superior performance underlines the importance of part-based compositionality and demonstrates the great generalisation capability of hierarchical
models containing features of gradually increasing scale and complexity.
Furthermore, experiments presented here also confirmed that increasing the
similarity of deep learning methods to information processing mechanisms in the
visual pathway can lead to performance improvements on complex visual tasks.

7

Conclusions

The following chapter summarises the theoretical foundations and contributions
of this thesis, presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 5, and discusses findings gathered through experimental analysis in Chapters 4 and 6. Both the advantages
and shortcomings of the proposed methods are discussed, based on which, in
Chapter 8, I suggest possible extensions of this work and attractive directions
for related future research.

7.1

Overview

In Chapter 2, we have discussed how the concept of deep learning has gained
remarkable popularity in recent years, leading to deep neural networks and convolutional neural networks largely replacing shallow models, such as SVMs, in
machine learning and computer vision. This changeover was sparked by the development of an efficient training algorithm for neural networks with multiple
hidden layers (Hinton et al., 2006; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006a).
We have seen a detailed description of this method, whereby multi-layered
network models are first pretrained layer by layer as a DBN using unsupervised
RBMs. DBNs can serve as generative models, which allow for the production
of new data according to the input data distribution. The pretraining phase is
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followed by fine-tuning of the entire network model to optimise performance on
a specific task. For example, classifier or autoencoder deep neural networks can
be obtained by fine-tuning with backpropagation.
Despite great uptake in computer vision, apart from a limited number of
successful attempts, deep learning has not been widely applied within biological
vision modelling. Additionally, the focus of those few studies has mainly been
the modelling of higher-level processes in the visual cortex; consequently, the
earliest stages of visual processing, implemented by the retina, have not been
modelled in detail.
Chapter 3 emphasised that developing improved models of the retina can have
widespread benefits across different domains, such as medical research, retinal
prosthesis design, and also visual information processing and computer vision
research. As we have seen, there remains a number of uncertain details and
open questions regarding the workings of the retina. Therefore, I argued that for
modelling in this environment a flexible data-driven approach is most adequate.
In agreement with such an approach, Chapter 4 has demonstrated the great
suitability of deep learning methods for modelling the retina and early vision.
Still less knowledge is available about higher-order processing in the visual
cortex. To address the modelling of such complex mechanisms, I proposed novel
deep learning architectures and flexible training algorithms. Chapter 5 introduced my local receptive field constrained DBN and DNN models and Chapter 6
showed their great capability for executing high-level visual information processing tasks, such as face completion.
LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs are pretrained with my proposed novel version
of an RBM, the LRF-RBM, which imposes biologically inspired Gaussian constraints on feature detector receptive fields. These constraints limit the spatial
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scope of detectors, thereby encouraging the emergence of local features. Furthermore, concurrently with learning the appearance of local feature detectors,
LRF-RBMs are able to identify areas of the visual space that require a higher
number of feature detectors to represent their details. This way, during training
an advantageous non-uniform feature detector placement is learnt, where feature
hubs (i.e. areas densely covered by feature detectors) can emerge in key locations. Thereby, the LRF-RBM training procedure implements a form of structure
learning.
Inspired by the hierarchical organisation of the visual pathway, training of
LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs can utilise LRF-RBMs with increasing receptive field
sizes as building blocks for constructing a network model, where each consecutive
layer contains feature detectors of increasing scope and complexity.
Furthermore, experimental analysis in Chapters 4 and 6 confirmed the examined deep learning models not only show structural resemblance to the inherently
multi-layered retinal network and visual cortex but are capable of learning information processing functions implemented in these areas automatically from
data.

7.2

Key Findings and Contributions

For the modelling of visual information processing, this thesis proposed novel
methods inspired by the hierarchical, multi-layered organisation of the retina
and the visual cortex, whereby higher-layer features are composed of lower-layer
ones and generally exhibit larger scope and higher complexity. The experimental
analysis evaluated deep learning models on both early-stage and high-level visual
tasks.
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Modelling of Early Visual Processing

Experiments in Chapter 4 confirmed the suitability of a flexible data-driven approach and the use of deep learning methods and probabilistic models, such as
DBNs, for modelling the retina and early vision.
A new dataset of simulated retinal input (SPI) was created, showing circular
spots of various sizes and colours against different backgrounds. A circular blob
detection task, approximating an early stage visual processing functionality, was
set out on SPI. Using this dataset and task, DBN and DNN models were trained
in order to obtain models of the retina and early vision.
Without the need for building in hard-wired circuits, DBNs trained in an
unsupervised manner were capable of learning DoG and Gabor filters, common
models of retinal ganglion cell and V1 simple cell receptive fields.
When training DNN classifiers on the detection task, pretraining of the network layers was found to be crucial for performance, and results confirmed the
superiority of DNNs containing larger numbers of hidden layers. The accurate
classification performance of DNNs demonstrates their great efficacy in learning
typical early visual processing tasks.
These findings serve as a strong validation for following the proposed datadriven approach and harnessing the potential of deep learning for the modelling
of biological visual information processing.

7.2.2

Modelling of High-Level Visual Processing

Development of the novel LRF-RBM model and training algorithm was driven by
the goal to improve the compositional behaviour of DBNs and DNNs. By using
LRF-RBMs for the pretraining of LRF-DBN and LRF-DNN models, we can obtain a network architecture which adopts a hierarchical organisation analogously
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to the visual cortex. Experiments in Chapter 6 demonstrated the outstanding
potential of these novel deep learning methods for modelling neural processing
of visual information, from the early stages to higher-level mechanisms.
When LRF-RBMs were trained on an aligned version of the challenging LFW
face dataset, feature hubs accumulated around key locations within the face
images, such as average eye, mouth, and nose positions and areas around the
face contour.
When multi-layer models were compared on LFW, unlike DBNs, LRF-DBNs
were found to learn a hierarchy of local feature detectors which showed partbased composition. Detectors with increasing scope and complexity emerged—
corresponding to progressively more global facial features—with lower layers
showing DoG and Gabor filters as well as eye, mouth, and nose detectors and
higher layers containing face part and whole face detectors. This analysis revealed LRF-RBMs on consecutive layers of an LRF-DBN can learn to combine
local parts to obtain higher-level features, thereby building up a hierarchical
model with remarkable generalisation capability.
The novel methods’ performance was assessed on two challenging, high-level
visual tasks. Firstly, LRF-DBNs were evaluated as generative models on a face
completion problem, where missing pixel values in previously unseen test images
had to be recovered. Secondly, in the context of a dimensionality reduction task,
LRF-DNNs were fine-tuned as autoencoders to produce low-dimensional codes
for input images, from which the original input can be reconstructed.
The face completion and reconstruction results showed a superior performance for LRF-DBN generative models and LRF-DNN autoencoders compared
to DBNs and DNNs. In addition to obtaining lower reconstruction errors, my
proposed models produced reconstructions which better retained fine details of
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faces, such as eye, mouth, and nose shapes, direction of gaze, and facial expressions.
These results highlight the benefits of the models’ part-based compositionality, the flexibility resulting from a structure learning mechanism, and the focus
of attention to key areas in the visual space resulting in data-driven learning of
specialised eye, mouth, and nose detectors.
We can conclude LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs compute improved, highly compact representations of input data patterns, and, as a result, these novel deep
learning methods can provide powerful models of visual information processing.

7.3

Summary

Work presented in this thesis aimed at strengthening the connection between
deep learning and the modelling of biological visual information processing. In
the Introduction, it was argued that such a connection could result in improvements within both areas. This claim has been verified through experiments in
Chapters 4 and 6. Firstly, I have shown how DBNs and DNNs, when trained on
simulated photoreceptor input data, can learn powerful models of early visual
processing. Secondly, we have seen that LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs—my proposed novel deep learning architectures inspired by biological visual information
processing—can provide improved performance compared to DBNs and DNNs
on visual tasks.

8

Future Work

This chapter identifies possible ways of improving the proposed methods and provides a general overview of interesting avenues and intriguing research questions
within the areas of deep learning and biological vision modelling.

8.1
8.1.1

Local Receptive Field Constrained Models
Extensions

In order to further improve the flexibility of the proposed models and to extend
their structure learning capabilities, in future work I will test the effectiveness
of certain modifications to the LRF-RBM training algorithm and the LRF-DBN
and LRF-DNN architectures (introduced in Chapter 5).
These modifications include the learning of different receptive field constraints
on each network layer automatically from data, which, in the case of Gaussian
constraints, translates to learning different values for the variance of the Gaussian. This modification could result in networks where a layer is allowed to
contain multiple types of receptive field constraints, which are suitably selected
through data-driven learning. Also, instead of using receptive field masks, I will
test the effect of sampling edges in each LRF-RBM training step according to
the receptive field constraints, as described in Section 5.4.1.1 in Chapter 5.
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Different types of hidden node activation functions—e.g. rectified linear (Nair
and Hinton, 2010), softplus (Glorot et al., 2011), or maxout (Goodfellow et al.,
2013)—can be incorporated into the model, which could likely result in improvements. To this end, I will investigate how local receptive field constraints can
be applied to different types of hidden nodes. To provide increased flexibility,
a mechanism can be developed to identify the most suitable activation function
for each node (see, e.g., Frey, 1997; Maul, 2013), enabling the modelling of ‘analogue’ and ‘digital’ neural activations (refer to Section 3.5.6 in Chapter 3). These
modifications would increase the flexibility of the proposed models by allowing
for more variations in the structure of the learnt networks.
Another type of modification is directed towards the mechanism of automatically learning receptive field centre locations in the LRF-RBM. I will examine
whether slowing down the movement of receptive field centres gradually over time
improves learning. It is also interesting to test if limiting the length of movement allowed per feature in each training step—a constraint that would increase
similarity to biological processing—would produce improved feature detectors.
Furthermore, the implementation of a mechanism, e.g. pooling (LeCun et al.,
1998; Lee et al., 2009a), to address small differences in image alignment could
benefit the methods’ accuracy on benchmark tests. To achieve additional performance boosts, one could include the commonly used ‘dropout’ regularisation
technique (Srivastava et al., 2014) during training or a ‘spatial transformer’ module (Jaderberg et al., 2015), which improves the invariance of the model.
Finally, my future work will also examine how local receptive field constraints
can be applied within different learning algorithms.
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Applications

I plan to conduct further experiments with LRF-DBNs and LRF-DNNs to evaluate the methods on multiple datasets and problems, such as further face datasets
as well as object and scene classification problems. An important step would be
to examine how the methods’ strong performance shown on LFW can be transferred to video data, high resolution images, and large-scale object recognition
datasets.
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the structural organisation of the retinal network shows a distinct difference between the centre and the periphery of the
visual space, with the density of ganglion cells being highest in the centre and
the cells there having small receptive fields, while the periphery being less populated and containing larger receptive fields. In LRF-RBMs, feature detectors can
move to different areas of the visual space during training and could therefore
adopt a similar pattern. Consequently, for retinal modelling, I will apply LRFRBMs on such datasets and problems where different structural organisation
between the centre and the periphery is likely to evolve.

8.2
8.2.1

Retinal and Biological Vision Modelling
Deep Learning of Retinal Models

It can be beneficial to extend the DBN retinal model, introduced in Chapter 4,
with constraints and mechanisms aimed at improving the quality of the learnt
features (e.g. by reducing features that are ill-defined or duplicated), the compactness and generalisation capability of the model, and the similarity to retinal
or visual cortical circuits. Suggestions for such constraints are provided below.
Sparsity constraints are often applied in deep learning models during training
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in order to guarantee that activations of the learnt features will be sparse. Models
with sparse features can have a number of advantageous properties, e.g., they can
model inhibition between feature detectors and have been shown to learn V1-like
local features from natural image patches (Lee et al., 2006; Olshausen and Field,
1996). Sparse activations in DBNs are most often encouraged by a regularisation
that penalises deviation from a predefined, low frequency of hidden node firing
(refer to, e.g., Lee et al., 2008).
Chapters 5 and 6 showed how, with the help of LRF-RBMs, the size of receptive fields can be controlled in a deep model. In future work, I will investigate
extending the structure learning capacities of the models and applying further
architectural constraints within the networks (e.g. for the number of hidden
nodes per layers). Such constraints will be used to encourage the learning of
models that exhibit an even closer resemblance in structure to neural networks
of the retina and the visual cortex.
Experiments in Chapter 6 demonstrated how LRF-DBNs can utilise partbased composition within their feature hierarchy leading to a superior generalisation capability. With this in mind, it is important to analyse mechanisms
that can further improve the compositional behaviour of the proposed network
models.

8.2.2

Datasets for Modelling Biological Visual Processing

In Chapter 4, we have seen that the proposed DBN retinal model can successfully
discover DoG type feature detectors automatically from data in an unsupervised
setting, demonstrating the model’s capability to learn functionality similar to
retinal ganglion cells. In future work, I will address further aspects of retinal
modelling mentioned in Chapter 3, e.g. modelling the development of the retinal
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network, eye motion analysis, or learning from biological experimental data. For
the analysis of these problems, it will be necessary to identify and assemble
suitable datasets.
Future work will extend the experiments with DBN retinal models (described
in Chapter 4) and with LRF-DBN and LRF-DNN models of visual processing
(introduced in Chapter 6) to further datasets and tasks. Different types of input
can be examined (e.g. natural images, images with added noise, video data, and
data from electrophysiological recordings), and a number of suitable tasks can
be identified corresponding to retinal ganglion cell, early vision, or high-level
visual information processing functionalities. Potential tasks involving lowerlevel processes include contrast gain control, differential motion detection, edge
detection, and prediction of the direction or speed of movement, while higherlevel reasoning tasks can focus on, e.g., scene, object, face, or facial expression
recognition. Based on the success of experiments presented in this thesis, it
can be anticipated the proposed models may develop retinal or visual cortical
functionalities in order to solve these tasks when trained on adequate data.
The flexibility of the advocated data-driven modelling approach means the
developed methods can easily be adapted for use on further visual datasets and
even on different types of data. In their current form, LRF-DBNs are suitable
for application on images, but it would also be possible to accommodate other
datasets where a spatial proximity can be defined between input coordinates
and the learning of local features is advantageous. Therefore, suitable data from
electrophysiological experiments could also be utilised for improving the fidelity
of the proposed models to biological visual information processing.
The SPI dataset, used in Chapter 4, has been constructed with the intention to provide an easily controllable environment for simulating an early vision
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functionality. We have seen, from these synthetic data, DBNs were capable
of learning feature detectors showing strong similarity to ganglion cells. This
model could potentially be improved by further increasing the similarity of the
approximation to input processed by retinal cells. Also, a different type of approximation could be provided by extraction of small image patches from natural
images. Section 4.4.4 in Chapter 4 describes advantages and shortcomings of natural image datasets and synthetic data, and in future work both approaches will
be explored.
Accordingly, both types of image datasets and also video data will be generated for the purpose of testing the proposed retinal models and the models
of higher-order visual information processing on different visual tasks, including
object detection, object motion anticipation, and the prediction of eye motion.
As described in Chapter 3, the retina contains a high number of motionrelated feature detectors. Therefore, from the point of retinal modelling, adaption of the proposed methods for the detection of motion patterns in video data
is an important task. Some temporal extensions of RBMs and DBNs have been
proposed in the literature, e.g. recurrent temporal RBMs (Sutskever and Hinton,
2007; Sutskever et al., 2008), which can provide a starting point for development
in this direction.

8.3

Deep Learning and Structure Learning

As it is not long ago that deep learning methods have achieved their current popularity, a number of practical and theoretical aspects of deep learning have not
yet been fully investigated. There still exist questions regarding what architectures and training methods can guarantee the most reliable learning performance
alongside efficient computation. This applies especially to large-scale problems
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and those data types that are different from the commonly investigated vision,
text, or speech datasets.
Also, in most cases, finding an optimal model architecture or parameter choice
still involves excessive tuning. This burden could be reduced by the development
of automatic structure learning methods, which strive to discover the optimal
structural parameters of the model from data.
As we have seen in Section 2.5 in Chapter 2, a large percentage of earlier
structure learning methods either impose strict restrictions on the model structure, e.g. mixtures-of-trees (Meila and Jordan, 2001), or do not guarantee efficient convergence: see, e.g., evolutionary (Pelikan et al., 2001) or heuristic algorithms (Heckerman et al., 1995). A different, commonly used approach, Bayesian
non-parametric methods described in Section 2.5.1, provide a principled way for
inferring model structure.
As mentioned, LRF-DBNs implement a form of structure learning by automatically discovering an advantageous feature detector placement from data. In
future work, the flexibility of these models can be improved by learning more parameters of the model structure from data, including the number of nodes within
layers or the number of layers, and automatically selecting suitable hidden node
types, similarly to (Adams et al., 2010; Frey, 1997). Accordingly, the training of
LRF-DBNs could be augmented with a Bayesian non-parametric structure learning routine to implement structure learning within a probabilistic framework.

8.3.1

Deep Learning and Biological Vision Modelling

Through experiments provided in this thesis, we have seen how combining elements of deep learning and biological vision modelling can bring mutual benefits
to these two research areas.
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On the one hand, the use of deep learning methods for modelling biological vision introduces a data-driven approach to this domain and reduces the extensive
reliance on knowledge-driven handcrafting of computational models.
On the other hand, increasing the similarity of deep learning methods to
neural processing of visual information, by building on knowledge regarding these
processes, not only increases the biological plausibility of deep learning models
but can greatly improve their performance.
Therefore, I suggest, in future research such alternatives to current models may prove highly beneficial, popularising interdisciplinary approaches within
these two areas.
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(a) Training video frames

(b) Test video frames

Figure A.1 Example frames of the (a) training and (b) test videos showing circles of
different size and colour against uniform background. Note the presence of overlapping
circles. The background colours used in the training and the test set are different.
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(a) Positives

(b) Negatives

Figure A.2 Examples of subwindows from the test set representing the (a) positive
and (b) negative classes of the circle detection task. As opposed to negative class
images, examples of the positive class have a circle positioned in the exact centre of
the image. Images can contain circles that overlap and ones that have highly similar
colour to the background.
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Figure B.1 Examples of non-face-specific features learnt by an LRF-RBM with 4000
hidden nodes. Many of the features show strong similarity to either DoG (see top three
rows) or Gabor filters (see examples in the bottom three rows).
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(a) Second-layer LRF-DBN features composed using first-layer features
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2nd layer

(b) Third-layer LRF-DBN features composed using second-layer features
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(c) Fourth-layer LRF-DBN features composed using third-layer features
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1st layer

(d) Second-layer DBN features composed using first-layer features
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2nd layer

(e) Third-layer DBN features composed using second-layer features
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3rd layer

(f) Fourth-layer DBN features composed using third-layer features

Figure B.2 Visualisation of (a)–(c) LRF-DBN and (d)–(f) DBN features demonstrates how consecutive layers are composed using features from the previous layer.
The first image in each row in (a)–(f) shows a higher-layer feature, while consecutive
images in the row illustrate those features from the previous layer which have the
strongest connections to the given higher-layer feature. Unlike the DBN features, the
LRF-DBN feature hierarchy in (a)–(c) demonstrates part-based composition.
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